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The Chief Engineers
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2019 Picnic

WEDNESDAY

NEW LOCATION!!!

MAY

15
2019

Alex Boerner at

aboerner@chiefengineer.org
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6119 147th Street | Oak Forest, IL 60452
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Kenneth Botta
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MEETING
BEGINS

Brendan Winters
Sergeant-At-Arms
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at 5:30PM

Doug Kruczek
Financial Secretary
312-287-4915

Come kick off the summer
season with The Chief
Engineers Association
barbeque. Join us at Gaelic
Park and mingle with members
and friends! If you have any
questions or sponsorship
inquiries contact Alex Boerner.
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www.chiefengineer.org
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Signs of spring are here, and
not a moment too soon. The
extended Chicago winters really
make me appreciate the warm
weather to come so much more.
Those pesky blizzards that show
up on random days in April make
me wonder how we all make it
through almost five months of
winter temps. Along with the
hopes of summer come all of
the fun activities with family
and friends. I know summer is a
busy time, so I’d like to take this
time to remind everyone that
after the May 17th meeting and
the Chief Engineers Association
day at the ballpark in June, we will suspend monthly activities until the
annual golf outing in September. Keep an eye out for more information
to come!
Speaking of our events, I can’t forget to mention the fantastic Vendor
Fair we had at The Geraghty last month. We were excited to find a new
venue for this popular show. I cannot thank our exhibiting vendors
enough for their support of this event. It’s amazing to me that we are
able to get 100 of the top industry professionals all in one room for the
benefit of our engineer members. On behalf of the board, thank you all
for your partnership with the Chief Engineers Association. I’d also like to
thank our board committee, led by Larry McMahon, for their excellent
planning of this event.
If you haven’t gotten your tickets from a board member yet, we are
still running our Annual Harley Raffle. Only a limited amount of tickets
are sold, so the odds of winning are high! The winner of the HarleyDavidson (or a $10,000 cash prize) will be drawn at the May 17th
meeting. Reach out to a board member today to get yours!
The board has been working closely with Fanning Communications to
update our systems and website. I would like to thank you all for your
patience as we continue to improve and adapt this process. I would also
like to encourage all members to log on to the website (chiefengineer.
org) and take a look at the changes. We’ve made some exciting
improvements. Also, while you are there, please create an account and
profile. This is the best way to keep up to speed with what’s going on in
the organization. You can set up your dues to auto-renew, sign up for
events, and view the magazine all through the website. If you have any
trouble creating your profiles, please don’t hesitate to reach out for help
by calling (708) 293-1720 and asking for Joseph.
I look forward to seeing everyone at the May event. Happy spring!

Daniel T. Carey
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In Brief
Lake County to Begin Testing Levels of
Cancer-Causing Gas

WAUKEGAN, Ill. (AP) — Plans are under way to monitor outdoor air quality outside two Lake County plants
that use the cancer-causing gas ethylene oxide.

The (Waukegan) News Sun reports that the Lake
County Health Department said Monday that sampling
would begin by June 1 at sites near Vantage Specialty
Chemicals in Gurnee and Medline Industries in Waukegan. Samples also will be collected at two remote sites
to provide background levels of the gas.
The Lake County monitoring decision comes after
Illinois Gov. J.B. Pritzker’s administration shut down
a plant in DuPage County earlier this year when high
concentrations of the chemical were detected. However according to Illinois Environmental Protection
Agency data listed on Lake County’s website, emissions
from the Lake County facilities are below limits set in
their permits.
County officials also say both companies have agreed
to install more emission-control equipment.

4 Illinois Communities Get $2M for
Wastewater Treatment

SPRINGFIELD, Ill. (AP) — Four wastewater treatment
plants in Illinois will receive more than $2 million for
energy-saving projects.
The Illinois Environmental Protection Agency announced the awards April 3. The money is supplied by
the federal Energy Department’s State Energy
Program.
Topping the list is a $1.5 million grant to the Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago.
The American Bottoms Regional Wastewater Treatment Facility in St. Clair County will receive $327,600.
Fairfield in Wayne County will get $146,700 and there
is $131,000 for Annawan in Henry County.
The federal grants are matched by $3 million from the
local communities. Projects were judged in part on the
amount of energy savings predicted from each.
Officials estimate the funded projects will save
$408,000 annually in energy costs.
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Chicago Aldermen OK $2.4M in Tax
Subsidies for Developers

CHICAGO (AP) — The Chicago City Council has approved $2.4 billion in tax subsidies for two major
developments after the city’s incoming mayor said she
would drop her opposition.
Aldermen voted April 10 on the packages. An earlier
vote was delayed when Mayor-elect Lori Lightfoot said
she wanted to review the tax packages. Lightfoot said
the previous evening that the developers had agreed
to increase the amount of construction work going to
minority and women-owned firms. She says she’s going
to closely monitor the deals going forward.
Protesters gathered at City Hall chanting against the
deals. Critics have said the projects are in prosperous
parts of Chicago and developers should pay for infrastructure improvements, not taxpayers.
Current Chicago Mayor Rahm Emanuel said after the
vote that the tax subsidies are “investments in the
future.”

Gas Liquids Pipeline Owner Agrees to
Safety Study, New Fine

HARRISBURG, Pa. (AP) — The heavily fined owner of
natural gas liquids pipelines across southern Pennsylvania is agreeing to another $200,000 fine and a study
on risks to the Mariner East 1 pipeline.
Lawyers for a subsidiary of Texas-based Energy Transfer
LP submitted the paperwork April 3 to the state Public
Utility Commission, whose members must approve a
proposed agreement with agency enforcement lawyers
before it becomes final.
The case stems from a 2017 leak in Berks County on a
section of corroded pipeline. The study must include
an analysis of corrosion, structural issues and other
threats to the 1930s-era pipeline.
Energy Transfer’s Mariner East 1, 2 and 2X projects are
blamed for polluting waterways in dozens of places and causing sinkholes near homes. Pennsylvania’s
environmental regulators halted Energy Transfer’s
construction permits and prosecutors are investigating
the projects.

Michigan Attorney General Says Pipeline Law Unconstitutional
TRAVERSE CITY, Mich. (AP) — Michigan’s attorney
general has deemed unconstitutional a 2018 law that
established a panel to oversee construction and operation of an oil pipeline tunnel beneath the channel
linking Lakes Huron and Michigan.

Democrat Dana Nessel says in an opinion released
March 28 the title of the bill approved by lawmakers
did not accurately describe its contents as required by
the Michigan Constitution.
The Republican-controlled Legislature passed the measure during a lame-duck session in December. ThenGov. Rick Snyder signed it and appointed members of
the new Mackinac Straits Corridor Authority, which
later approved a deal Snyder’s administration negotiated with Enbridge Inc. to build the tunnel.
It would house a more than 4-mile (6.4-kilometer) section of Enbridge’s Line 5, which carries oil and natural
gas liquids between Superior, Wisconsin, and Sarnia,
Ontario. — John Flesher

Renovations Continue at Illinois State
Fairgrounds Coliseum
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. (AP) — Crews are working 10-hour
shifts to finish renovations at the Illinois State Fairgrounds Coliseum in time for this year’s state fair in
August.

The (Springfield) State Journal-Register reported
March 26 that construction crews removed pieces of
the structure’s roof this week. The Coliseum was closed
in 2016 when engineers found it structurally unsafe. It
hasn’t been available for the last two state fairs. The
historic structure was built in 1901 and has been home
to horse shows and other events.
The state accepted a $10.2 million bid from a Springfield company to do the repairs, which will take care
of structural problems. More funding is needed for
heating, air conditioning and ventilation system work.
The nonprofit Illinois Fairgrounds Foundation created
by former Gov. Bruce Rauner is collecting donations to
help with those costs.

Indiana Awards $115M for Local Road
and Bridge Projects

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Nearly 200 Indiana cities, towns
and counties have been awarded a combined $115 million in state matching funds for local road and bridge
projects.
Gov. Eric Holcomb and Indiana’s transportation
commissioner announced the funding last month for
189 municipalities.
The money is coming from fee increases on heavy-duty
commercial vehicles that use the Indiana Toll Road. To
date, a transportation funding program created by a
2017 state law has provided more than $500 million in
state matching funds for construction projects.
Holcomb says that funding means local governments
“are improving their roads and bridges at levels unmatched in our state’s history.”
To qualify, local governments must provide local
matching funds, 50 percent for larger communities or
25 percent for smaller communities, from a funding
source approved for road and bridge construction.

River Raisin Battlefield Park to Begin
Construction in 2020

MONROE, Mich. (AP) — The River Raisin National Battlefield Park Foundation says most of the construction
for the historic Michigan site’s estimated $100 million
redevelopment will begin next year.

The Monroe News reports that the foundation’s executive director, Toni Cooper, recently unveiled details and
a timeline for the redevelopment project in Monroe.
Cooper says the first step is a $2 million upgrade to the
education center located at the site of the Battle of
Frenchtown, an important battle in the War of 1812.
Cooper announced plans for historically accurate
barns, houses and a trading post in the recreation of
Frenchtown. Construction is expected to start in 2020.
The Wyandot of Anderdon Nation will also build a $10
million tribal center at the site, which will include a
boardwalk for kayaking and fishing.
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■ Eaton VFD Start-Up
■ Free Cooling Tower Inspections

Architect and Belvidere, Ill., native Jeanne Gang and her team have been selected to design the new global terminal at Chicago’s O’Hare Airport. (Arturo
Pernandez/Rockford Register Star via AP)

CHICAGO (AP) — A team of architects led by Jeanne Gang
has been chosen to design a $2.2 billion global terminal at
Chicago’s O’Hare International Airport, officials announced
Wednesday, March 27.

Studio ORD had been one of five finalists chosen to design the new terminal. Renderings of their proposals were
unveiled in January and the public was encouraged to give
opinions.

Studio ORD, which includes Gang’s Studio Gang and other
firms, will be in charge of designing the 2.2 million-squarefoot facility. The terminal will be the centerpiece of an $8.5
billion airport expansion and modernization.

Studio ORD finished third among the 41,000 respondents
surveyed, while the team led by renowned Spanish architect
Santiago Calatrava finished first.

The team’s design features soaring roofs, lots of inside greenery and extensive use of natural wood.
“I think we’re making an incredible statement of architectural excellence that speaks not only to our architectural legacy
but our architectural future,” said Mayor Rahm Emanuel.
Airport officials said the new terminal will allow travelers to
more easily move between domestic and international flights
at O’Hare. The project is expected to break ground in 2023
and be completed by 2028.

In a statement, Chicago Chief Procurement Officer Shannon
Andrews said Studio ORD was chosen because it had the support of an evaluation committee that included architects and
experts in terminal construction and airport operations.
A second team will be chosen from among the four remaining finalists to design a pair of satellite concourses, according
to expansion plans.
All costs will be paid by airlines and their passengers, not
taxpayers, city officials said.
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NEWS

Philly Cooling Tower Project Comes
Together Piece by Piece
“We take great pride in each of our properties, and it’s our
priority to continually invest in creating high-quality, sustainable, innovative buildings that continue to attract high-caliber tenants,” said Brandywine Realty Trust’s Chief Operating
Engineer at One Logan, Tom Holden. “We elected to replace
the three-cell cooling tower to improve efficiency and optimize the building’s systems, and while it presented engineering and logistical challenges, we knew it would be worth the
investment and that our expert partners would execute the
intricate project well.”
Limbach Company LLC has serviced the building’s entire
chiller/boiler system for years. As one of the largest design-build construction companies in the country, Limbach
was a logical partner for the project. Cooling tower replacements are commonplace for the large firm. The team quickly
realized that the scope and unique challenges of replacing
the 2,400-ton cooling tower at One Logan made the ambitious project a true collaborative process.

Limbach welders assemble an equalizer line near the end of the project.

There’s no one-size-fits-all solution for cooling tower replacement. This is especially true in urban population centers, and
atop high-rise buildings.
Built in 1983, One Logan Square is a 32-story office tower in
Center City Philadelphia. It stands out aesthetically from its
surroundings due to its trapezoidal footprint. The building
was recently renovated, and the last remaining need was
replacement of the original cooling tower.

Joint Effort
“Avoiding downtime on this project was quickly identified as
the first concern,” said Christine Batchelor, Account Manager
at Limbach. “But the fact that neither a crane nor helicopter
could be used to exchange the cooling towers greatly complicated things.”
“Our team of Joe Carango and Tom Sherwood knew we
needed to tap the expertise of Eric Calvitti, Director of Field
Operations at our tower subcontractor, Calvitti Company, to
have a successful project,” she added.
The restrictive layout of the mechanical space, along with
the inability to lift the cooling towers to the roof, required
a 6-month design process. Limbach worked with Calvitti —
leaning on their 60-years of experience with cooling tower

OVER 30 YEARS OF EXCEPTIONAL
ON-SITE FIELD SERVICE
ABCS provides expert field service on MORE THAN BOILERS
n
n
n
n

Process Dryers
Thermal Heaters
Kilns
Calciners

n
n
n

Regenerative Thermal
Oxidizers (RTO’s)
Hot Water Generators
Balance of Plant Systems

24 Hour
Emergency
Service

WWW.BOILER-CONTROLS.COM • 219-558-8494
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The remaining towers were taken apart in early January.
While winter weather meant frigid rooftop working conditions, it also ensured that the first cell of the new tower
could easily handle the building’s entire cooling load on its
own.

Calvitti Company assembles one of three cooling tower basins, which had
to be delivered to the site in numerous pieces due to the constraints of
using the building’s service elevator to transport the cooling towers.

applications to replace the original crossflow cooling tower
for a new, CTI-certified EVAPCO AT Series counterflow tower.
Tim Schmidt, with rep firm Energy Transfer Solutions (ETS),
and Adam Radford, EVAPCO’s Global Products Manager, who
also weighed in and focused on the need to deliver an unassembled cooling tower with previously selected CTI (Cooling
Tower Institute) certification.
“CTI Certification was the key on this job because the existing tower was underperforming despite being sized for the
full cooling load,” said Radford. “Some of that was due to its
age, but tower certification didn’t exist 35 years ago, either.
Brandywine needed proven and tested technology that
would provide 100-percent capacity while also fitting the
available space.”
The AT Series towers are available with a 20-by-18-foot box
size, which allowed installation of three cooling cells in the
penthouse space without requiring any steel rework, which
would have added substantial cost.
But the mechanical design was only half of the equation.
Once the system was on paper, a plan to execute the work
needed to be determined. Limbach technicians would handle
all piping, electrical and control work, while Calvitti would
be in charge of tower construction.
Avoiding Downtime
“Calvitti Company focuses primarily on cooling tower installations, but they’re adept at fan balancing, pump repair and
vibration analysis as well,” explained Batchelor. “The way
they designed and implemented the replacement at One
Logan is impressive.”
Calvitti’s plan maintained partial cooling capacity throughout the whole process by phasing replacement of the cooling
tower cells. Beginning the project in early November 2017, a
deadline was set for the following April. It was imperative to
have an operational cooling tower during the entire process.
As one unit was installed, another unit was always up and
running.
Two of the existing three cells were temporarily piped and
controlled to maintain operation while one cell was demolished. Within two weeks, the first cell of the new EVAPCO
tower was erected.

“The final two cells were removed and replaced simultaneously,” said Calvitti. “Our crew worked side-by-side with
Limbach’s welders during demo and construction, and everything went smoothly. All told, there was only one scheduled
12-hour period of downtime over the weekend.”
No Way But Up
The challenge of keeping the system operational throughout
the project was upstaged by only one problematic logistical
element: Physically removing the old towers from the roof,
and getting the new ones to the 32nd-story mechanical penthouse was one that took a good deal of foresight on the
part of Calvitti and EVAPCO.
“Considering the size of the cooling tower cells and the
building’s 400-foot height, using a crane was out of the question,” said Calvitti. “Generally, when height is the obstacle,
we hire a helicopter service, but the facade surrounding the
cooling tower was designed in a way that a helicopter lift
wasn’t possible, either.”
The open-air portion of the penthouse features diagonal
concrete bracing in two corners, providing mere inches of
clearance from the original tower, and only several feet from
the new, smaller unit. With the full weight of a cooling tower suspended from a cargo helicopter, the margin of error
was too small to complete the operation safely.
The only remaining option was to use the building’s cargo
elevator as the conduit to transport the old cooling tower
down, and the new one up — piece by piece.
Knock Down, Drag Out
“We used demolition saws to cut the old tower into manageable pieces and palletized them before sending them down
the elevator,” said Calvitti. “I calculated 18,000 pounds of
debris per cell.”
A cleaner job, though more complicated, was bringing the
new equipment up. All material was delivered on a single
day in late October. Some components, like a 600-pound,
20-inch inlet water tee provided a weight challenge, while
others were limited by the dimensions of the elevator.
The AT Series towers aren’t designed for delivery in an eightby-10-foot elevator. It’s here, before the design was even
finalized, that Radford and Tim Schmidt at ETS modified the
tower design to fit the dimensions of the elevator. Ultimately, the new cooling tower went up in 400 pieces, sized to fit.
“EVAPCO is willing to work with us to accommodate challenges like this one,” said Calvitti. “I don’t think any other
manufacturer would have custom built a tower for this job.”
(Continued on page 12)
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The three new CTI-certified EVAPCO AT Series counterflow towers provide
the same capacity as the original towers while also offering lower operating
and maintenance expense.

FINALLY

The floor and casing panels, along with framework, required
the most modification. Once upstairs, panel segments were
bolted together with gaskets in-between. Calvitti explained
that the increased labor was negligible compared to the cost
of a crane or helicopter, even if those means of transportation had been available.

A WiFi thermostat
for fan coil units
3 Fan Speeds
Com-Ed Rebate Eligible
Remote Access Phone App
Line Voltage Conversion Kit Available

Eye on Efficiency
Providing the same cooling capacity within the existing
mechanical footprint was an absolute necessity, but reducing
maintenance costs and raising efficiency wasn’t overlooked
during the design phase.
Thanks to improved fan design, tower design and fill material, each of the new cooling tower cells uses a 40-horsepower
fan motor, replacing the 50-horsepower models that served
the original tower. A few years ago, Limbach retrofitted the
existing fan motors with Yaskawa VFDs. Those drives were
still serviceable and were reused on the fan motors supplied
with the new tower.

Calvitti Company and Limbach Company completed the retrofit over the
2107-2018 heating season without taking the system offline for more than
12 hours.

Because squeezing as much capacity and efficiency out of the
existing mechanical footprint was so critical, the AT Series
tower benefits from the use of EVAPCO’s EvapJet nozzles.
With its larger coverage pattern that reduces inconsistent
voids and water loading, the nozzles provide up to 3.5 percent increase in thermal performance over conventional nozzles and dramatically reduce the number of nozzles needed.

a substantial lifecycle cost improvement over the previous
cooling towers.

“The EvapJet nozzles have a very large orifice and no moving
parts, meaning less maintenance,” said Calvitti. “They come
installed on the inlet water piping, so we give the nozzles
very little thought during or after the installation.”

“We use very few contractors in this facility because our engineering department handles most of the work in-house,”
concluded Holden. “But I have complete trust in both of
those companies.”

“Start-up of the last two cells took place in early March,
more than a month before deadline,” said Holden. “It’s
absolutely amazing what Calvitti and Limbach are able to
accomplish in a single day.

Brandywine expects to see a decrease in energy costs, and

Sign your building up today, contact :

Nest@AffiliatedParts.com
630.590.6944
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AFFILIATEDPARTS.COM
650 W. GRAND AVE, ELMHURST IL
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NEWS

Indiana House Rejects Proposed Ban on
New Power Plants

Midwest Fertilizer: Nearly $3 Billion
Plant Still on Track

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — The Indiana House has stripped language from a bill that would have temporarily banned the
opening of new, large power plants even as Indiana’s utilities
increasingly move away from coal-fired power generation.

MOUNT VERNON, Ind. (AP) — The construction of a $2.8
billion fertilizer plant in southwestern Indiana is still on track
following the resolution of a dispute with the Internal Revenue Service, the facility’s developers said.

A House panel proposed the amendment last month , but
the full House voted to remove the language Thursday, April
11, following outcry from utilities, environmentalists and
consumer groups, the Indianapolis Business Journal reported.

Construction of the Midwest Fertilizer Co. project in Posey
County has been planned since 2016 but faced delays. The
project advanced in 2017 after receiving state incentives
under then-Gov. Eric Holcomb’s administration.

Rep. Matt Pierce, the amendment’s sponsor, noted no other
industry faces such suspensions and that delaying the move
to cleaner power would cause energy companies to invest in
other states.

An IRS audit initially ruled that $1.259 billion in bond funding did not qualify as tax exempt, the Evansville Courier and
Press reported. But the agency’s Office of Appeals decided the bonds, which make up a significant portion of the
$2.79 billion construction budget, are tax exempt, company
spokesman Roger Harvey said.

Critics said the ban was an attempt to delay the retirement
of aging, coal-fired generating units that could be replaced
with renewable energy and natural gas.
A provisional halt was necessary while the state tried to
figure out whether the industry’s shift from coal and toward cleaner energy would throw the electrical grid out of

“We remain focused on moving forward with our plans
for the state-of-the-art fertilizer manufacturing complex in
Posey County, Ind.,” Harvey said. “The wonderful support
from the State of Indiana and the Posey County Commission-

ers has been tremendous and much appreciated.”
Midwest Fertilizer chose to base the 220-acre (89 hectares)
plant in Posey County because the Indiana Economic Development Corp. offered a tax incentive package in late 2012.
The package included tax-exempt financing through the distribution of a share of the state’s volume cap under a federal
disaster-relief bond program.
The Indiana EDC also offered to provide up to $2.9 million in
provisional tax credits and up to $400,000 training subsidies
based on Midwest Fertilizer’s job creation projections.
A day after taking office in January 2013, then-Gov. Mike
Pence ended the state’s support of the project and withdrew
all state involvement in mid-May that same year.
The plant will permanently employ around 185 workers once
constructed, according to state officials. Midwest Fertilizer
also expects to create around 2,500 construction-related jobs.

The Harding Street power plant Marion County, Ind. Indiana Republicans
proposed an amendment that would put a moratorium on the opening of
new, large-scale power plants that would have prohibited the approval of
any new power plants, including alternative fuel sources until 2021. The
Indiana House voted to reject the ban. (AP Photo /The Indianapolis Star,
Matt Kryger)

balance or cause electricity reliability problems, said Rep. Ed
Soliday, a supporter of the moratorium.
In recent months, two major utilities, Northern Indiana Public
Service Co., based in Merrillville, and Vectren Corp., based in
Evansville, announced plans to move away from coal.
The amendment should likely end postponements to renewable energy projects across the state, according to the
Hoosier Environmental Council.
“It means that jobs-producing, sustainable-minded energy
projects, like those in northwest Indiana, will likely move
forward in a very timely manner,” said Jesse Kharbanda,
the group’s executive director. He added that it would help
Indiana “remain in the game in the U.S. renewable energy
investment boom.”
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Utility to Try to Switch Coal Power Plant
to Wood

What Do Your Motors Really Do?

One of the plant’s four units is already closed, and Arizona
Public Service Co. otherwise plans to shut down both of its
remaining units in 2025. That’s when utility PacifiCorp also
plans to close the one unit it owns.
About 200 people work at the Cholla Power Plant.
It is unclear how many jobs would remain should the plant
convert to coal, but it’s unlikely the full staff would be needed because only one of three generators would be converted.
After a 60-day test, Arizona Public Service will update the
Arizona Corporation Commission regarding whether converting the coal generator to burn biomass would be cost
efficient, officials said.

The coal-fired Cholla Power Plant in Joseph City, Ariz. Arizona’s largest electricity utility plans to test whether a coal-fired plant can instead be fueled by
wood chips from pine trees, a conversion that could keep part of the plant
open and save jobs of some workers. (Photo: Craig Dietrich)

PHOENIX (AP) — Arizona’s largest electricity utility plans
to test whether a coal-fired plant can instead be fueled by
wood chips from pine trees, a conversion that could keep
part of the plant open and save jobs of some its workers.

“Part of what we are trying to do here is explore all options,” said Arizona Public Service Resource Planning Director
Jeff Burke.
Like many power sources, one of the main concerns with
burning pine trees is the greenhouse-gas emissions that such
plants generate.
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency considers the electricity from forest biomass to be carbon neutral and to not
contribute to climate change.

Forest thinning that would produce the biomass for Arizona
Public Service Co.’s Cholla Power Plant near Holbrook also
would reduce the threat of destructive wildfires, The Arizona
Republic reported this week.
“A conversion at Cholla would ultimately assist in forest
thinning, thereby reducing wildfire potential, ensuring forest
health, and protecting our watersheds,” APS Vice President
of Regulation Barbara Lockwood said in a March 20 letter to
regulators.

By using sensors that feed motor performance data to the cloud, plant managers can reduce unplanned downtime by up to 70 percent.

In 1969, the first home security system was born, consisting
of four peepholes and a camera that could be moved to look
through any of them, broadcasting the images to a monitor.
Nowadays, we can now stream and view a feed of our home
security cameras on our mobiles, giving homeowners greater
piece of mind. Here, Markus Brettschneider, of ABB’s food
and beverage program, explains how food plant managers
can add a similar level of connectivity to retrofit most motors
with smart sensors to bring their plants to the digital age.
Industry as a whole is utilizing technologies and solutions
enabled through the industrial Internet of things (IIoT).
Gartner predicts that 25 billion devices will be connected to
the Internet of things by 2020, with some agencies predicting
even double this amount.
This presents plant managers with a conundrum. Most food
(Continued on page 18)
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manufacturing and processing plants currently have motors
powering essential equipment such as mixers, conveyors and
packaging machines. These motors are just motors and do
not play in the same league as the other intelligent devices
in their factories.
With years of service often left in the motors, it’s difficult for
plant managers to justify replacing motors that work effectively for the sake of an upgrade with any smart features.
However, there are alternatives to a complete overhaul in
order to connect motors to the IIoT.
Instead of investing in new, more intelligent or smart equipment, plant managers should invest in sensors that provide
similar functionality to connected devices. For example, ABB
offers smart sensors, which can be fitted to almost any standard low voltage induction motor. The pocket-sized sensor,
dubbed ABB Ability Smart Sensor, is directly attached in a
couple minutes to the motor’s frame, without wiring.
By using sensors that feed performance data to the cloud
through a smartphone or gateway solution to a secure
server, plant managers can bring their motors up to date
with the IIoT. This data gives plant managers a full picture —
even on mobile devices — of how their motors are working,
without having to carry out dangerous hands-on monitoring.
Plant managers can then carry out condition based or predictive maintenance, rather than periodic maintenance.

Using the right method to monitor motor condition enables
plant managers to reduce unplanned downtime by up to
70 percent. This is particularly important in the food and
beverage industry, where even a short downtime can be extremely costly. Infrastructure failures in this industry cost up
to $75,000 per hour and have a serious impact on seasonally
produced items such as sugar.

Michigan Governor Open to Allowing
Great Lakes Oil Tunnel

By John Flesher and David Eggert

was completed, the existing twin pipes, in place since 1953,
would be decommissioned.

This is a cost that plant managers can avoid by using the
right performance insight and awareness.
An increased awareness of the condition of any motor also
leads to a better awareness of how an entire system is performing. For example, a motor overheating or burning out
may indicate a problem elsewhere in the production line,
such as a line moving too fast and producing waste. Eliminating this problem could improve energy efficiency by up to 10
percent.
Motors, the heart of the food and beverage plant, don’t
have to be left behind in the age of the IIoT. Just like a home
security camera being connected to your mobile phone, a
smart sensor could give a motor a new lease of life, making
it perform as an integral part of the data-rich factory and
providing all the additional benefits that this creates.

Whitmer ordered state agencies not to proceed with the
Snyder plan after Attorney General Dana Nessel released
an opinion last month saying a law enacted in December to
implement the deal was unconstitutional.
But Whitmer never ruled out the idea of a tunnel. The
Detroit News reported April 17 that her administration had
restarted talks with Enbridge, a Canadian company based in
Calgary, Alberta. Whitmer spokeswoman Tiffany Brown told
The Associated Press that discussions with the company and
advocacy groups “are ongoing.”
Fresh nuts, bolts and fittings are ready to be added to the east leg of the
pipeline near St. Ignace, Mich., as Enbridge Inc., prepares to test the east
and west sides of the Line 5 pipeline under the Straits of Mackinac in
Mackinaw City, Mich. Michigan Gov. Gretchen Whitmer says she’s open to
allowing construction of an oil pipeline tunnel beneath the channel where
Lakes Huron and Michigan meet. Whitmer told reporters Wednesday, April
17, 2019, in Lansing, her goal remains getting Enbridge’s Line 5 out of the
Straits of Mackinac as quickly as possible. (Dale G Young/Detroit News via
AP, File)

LANSING, Mich. (AP) — Michigan Gov. Gretchen Whitmer
said April 17 that she’s open to allowing construction of an
oil transport tunnel beneath the channel where Lakes Huron
and Michigan meet, despite previously halting work on a
tunnel plan developed by her predecessor.
Whitmer told reporters she wanted as quickly as possible to
shut down Enbridge’s Line 5, which carries oil and natural
gas liquids between Superior, Wis., and Sarnia, Ont. A more
than 4-mile-long (6.4-kilometer-long) segment of the line
divides into two pipes that run along the bottomlands of the
Straits of Mackinac, which links Michigan’s two peninsulas.
“There’s no quick, easy solution here, but if the goal is to
get the pipeline out of the water, I think the only responsible thing to do is to pursue any strategy that gets us there,
including the possibility of a tunnel,” the Democrat said.
Environmental groups that supported Whitmer’s election last
fall urged her to reject the tunnel option and move quickly
to shut down the underwater Line 5 segment, as she pledged
to do during her campaign. Republicans in the state Legislature welcomed what they described as Whitmer’s “aboutface” on the issue but accused her of wasting time.
Former Republican Gov. Rick Snyder wrapped up a deal with
Enbridge toward the end of his term calling for a new pipeline segment that would be housed in a tunnel to be drilled
through bedrock beneath the lakebed. Once the new line
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Responding to questions after an unrelated event, Whitmer
said she was pushing “to get the pipeline out of the water at
the earliest possible moment.”
Attempting to shut down the twin lines immediately by
revoking a state easement could prompt a court battle that
might keep them operating even longer than called for
under the Snyder deal, Whitmer said. It envisions completing
the tunnel in 2024, although earlier timelines suggested the
process could take seven to 10 years.
Steve Chester, a former director of the Michigan Department
of Environmental Quality, is among members of a team advising Whitmer on the matter, Brown said.
The pipeline project is supported by labor organizations
friendly to Whitmer because of the jobs it would create. But
environmental groups issued a flurry of statements Wednesday calling on her to seek alternatives.
“A tunnel would prolong the risk of an oil spill along 400
inland waters and Lake Michigan shoreline along which Line
5 runs in Michigan,” said Sean McBrearty, coordinator of a
coalition called Oil & Water Don’t Mix.
“Moreover, to avoid the worst impacts of climate change, we
must rapidly move off fossil fuels.”
State House GOP Floor Leader Triston Cole of Mancelona
said Whitmer should have backed the Snyder plan instead of
“placating her political base.”
“By stopping Line 5 reconstruction in the first place, the governor created a false crisis, which wasted valuable time and
money spent planning for the project,” Cole said.
Enbridge spokesman Ryan Duffy said the company was
continuing to “provide information to the governor’s office
and to seek clarification from the administration on a path
forward for the tunnel project.”
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The Presque Isle Power Plant, operated by We Energies, in Marquette, Mich. State regulators have approved a utility’s plan to build two natural gas-fueled
power plants in the Upper Peninsula. The Michigan Public Service Commission endorsed Upper Michigan Energy Resources Corp.’s plan to build the plants
in Negaunee and Baraga Townships at a cost of $277 million. The plants that would produce a combined 183 megawatts are expected to go into service
in 2019 and replace the Presque Isle Power Plant, which is scheduled to close in 2020. (Adelle Whitefoot/The Mining Journal via AP, File)

Presque Isle Retired, 2 New UP Power
Plants Now Operating

In order to streamline the event registration and dues-paying processes, the Chief Engineers Association of Chicagoland has migrated its member database to a new and
much more flexible online system. If you’re an Active or
Associate member, you will now be able to conveniently
register for monthly meetings and events online from your
phones or other devices.

What does this mean for you?
The new system enables you to manage your Chief
Engineer account and your entire online experience.
You will be able to register on your phone or other device,
in real time, right up to the start of — and during — the
event, shortening event registration lines.
Auto-renewal of your annual membership is now available
and easily managed from your phone or other device.

What do I need to do?
Current Members
Current members who have not yet logged in to our new
system should call us at (708) 293-1720 for instructions on how
to access your account, or follow our online instructions at
chiefengineer.org/home/help

LANSING, Mich. (AP) — Milwaukee-based WEC Energy Group
has shut down its Presque Isle coal-fired power plant in Michigan’s Upper Peninsula and is replacing the electric generation site with two natural gas-fired power plants, the utility
holding company said.

LOg-IN To
ACCESS EVENTS

The plant closure in Marquette, on the shore of Lake Superior, is the latest effort by the company to transition from
coal to natural gas, wind and solar power and is part of WEC
Energy’s larger strategy to reform its electrical generation to
balance dependability and customer cost with environmental
care.
By 2050, the company aims to slash carbon releases by 80
percent from its 2005 levels.
WEC Energy’s subsidiary, Upper Michigan Energy Resources
(UMERC), said it launched commercial operation of the A.J.
Mihm Generating Station in Baraga County and the F.D.
Kuester Generating Station in Negaunee Township on March
31.
“The new generating stations are good for our customers,
good for business and good for electric reliability throughout

the U.P.,” said Kevin Fletcher, president and chief executive
officer of WEC Energy Group. “Closure of the Presque Isle
Power Plant also helps achieve our goal of reducing carbon
dioxide emissions by 40 percent, well ahead of our 2030
target.”
(Continued on page 22)
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The advanced generating stations are projected to save
UMERC customers nearly $600 million over the next 30 years,
UMERC officials said.
The new stations eliminate the need for extra transmission
capacity and potential renovations that would have been
required at the former Presque Isle Power Plant if it remained
open.
WEC Energy financed the $275 million investment. Half of
the investment will be recouped through a 20-year agreement with Cliffs Natural Resources. The other half will be
recovered in retail electric rates.
The two plants have a joint generating capacity of 183 megawatts.
The closure came after Michigan regulators approved the
two gas-fueled power plants for the Upper Peninsula in 2017.
Plans for this change date back to 2015 when then-Governor
Rick Snyder called for action to resolve the region’s energy
crisis.
The company has yet to decide what to do with the retired
coal plant site, Fletcher said.
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33 Years, Three Water Heaters, Lasting
Relationships

still in service today.
Trying Tankless
“Around 2010, a sales rep that handled a line of tankless,
gas-fired water heaters convinced me to swap an old tank
for three new wall-hung units,” said Allen. “I know that
tankless and recirculation technology has come a long way
since then, but that experiment was a flop.”

foot condo units. One large, tank-style water heater in the
basement of each building supplies domestic hot water
(DHW) to all eight condos. It’s the same method of delivering
DHW that’s been used since ’75, though the equipment has
evolved rather dramatically.
Today, high-efficiency, tank-style commercial water heaters
serve the property. But in the 33 years since the building’s
original electric water heaters were replaced, all the players
remain the same: installers, reps, wholesalers and manufacturers. Watertree of DeWitt could serve as a case study in
good business practice.

Each Bradford White EF Series commercial water heater installed at Watertree of DeWitt serves eight condos.

Hot water and cable TV. That, according to facility manager
Ken Allen, is what condo owners absolutely won’t go without.
Allen has served as manager of Watertree at DeWitt condominiums for 36 years. In that time, he’s developed a knack
for keeping the neighborhood at peace.
“Residents will tolerate a lot, considering that they own the
condos and are largely responsible for their own properties,”
said Allen. “But if the water runs cold or the TV doesn’t
work, I know I’ll get calls. And truth be told, we almost never
hear about hot water.”
The 320-condominium project in Syracuse, NY, was built in
1975. Each of the 40 buildings contain eight, 850-square-

Long-Term Relationships
Throughout the mid to late ’70s, when power cost about
$.02 per kWh, Watertree of DeWitt was an entirely electric
facility. When the condos were built, electric water heaters
were installed. The plumbing work was done, in part, by
Gene Topolski. It wouldn’t be his last project at Watertree.
A few years into Allen’s tenure, the price of electric changed
substantially. Managers at Watertree responded by switching
to a different energy source in 1990.
“By then, we were paying more than $.12 per kWh,” said Allen. “So we had the gas utility hook us up, and we replaced
all of the major appliances. Through Northeast Sales Associates, Mike Cannavino at CO Supply delivered the 40 new
gas-fired units. The 100-gallon Bradford White water heaters
offered a large cost savings over the electric units, and served
the facility for 12 or 13 years with no real issues.
In 2003, again under Allen’s direction, Watertree of Dewitt
started looking for the right equipment to replace the first
set of gas-fired water heaters. His first calls were to Northeast Sales and CO Supply, where Cannavino suggested trying
Bradford White’s first commercial, gas-fired, condensing
water heater, the first generation of the current EF Series
unit. Allen had one of the power direct vented, 100-gallon
units installed.
First High-Efficiency Units
“It was a more expensive unit than the previous models, so
we tracked gas consumption and found a 35-percent savings,” explained Allen. “When we factored in the cost of
installation, and it gave us a three- to four-year payback. So
we started installing them all across the property as needed,
ultimately buying 39 more over the next few years.”
There was a short learning curve involved with the throughwall venting until several of the new units had been installed. Dustin Bowerman, technical support director at
Bradford White, visited the site during the installation, and
answered maintenance questions from that point forward.
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The tankless units didn’t start to fire until shortly after a tap
was opened, so the wait for hot water was twice as long as
before. Residents began to complain.
Having monitored fuel use, Allen found that the three tankless units used more gas than the storage-type units. To add
insult to injury, water and sewage costs went up too, due to
the longer wait times for hot water.
The new water heaters are the third general of Bradford White units installed since the property switched from electric to natural gas in 1990.

“We’ve got more than a dozen years of hard use out of a
commercial, tank-style water heater,” said Allen. “I think
that’s saying something.”
Aside from a few standard maintenance requirements over
the years, the new tanks delivered hot water and energy
savings for longer than expected. About half of the units are

“The tankless units were in service for about two years
before we pulled them out,” said Allen. “And that was
really the last time that we changed any DHW equipment
until about four years ago. Now 12 years old, none of the
Bradford White high efficiency tanks have leaked, but parts
are starting to wear out and we started looking for the next
solution.”
Fourth Generation; It’s a Wrap
“I immediately told management that I wanted to install
Bradford White’s eF Series commercial units,” said Allen. “By
that time, the units were in their second generation.”
“They wanted to price shop, but I put my foot down,” he
continued. “To me, the Bradford White quality was evident,
and beyond that, my familiarity with the product, and the
relationships that I’d built with Dustin Bowerman, Mike Cannavino and everyone at Northeast Sales was worth far more
than $100 or $200 we might have saved by buying something
else.”
Bradford White’s eF Series® of commercial, condensing
water heaters offer thermal efficiencies up to 99.1 percent,
courtesy of its three-pass heat exchanger. A Vitraglas® lining
ensures long product life by helping to eliminate corrosion.
(Continued on page 26)
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“We knew that the recovery rate of the eF Series units was
very good, so, just as a test, we installed a 60-gallon unit
with a 150 MBH capacity, along with a tempering valve that
allowed us to maintain slightly higher tank temperatures,”
said Dannan.
“Over the course of a year, we didn’t have any complaints,”
he continued. “But when it came time to replace numerous
tanks, we settled on the 199 MBH size, which allowed us to
get rid of the tempering valve. It’s one less step in the process, and one less thing to maintain.”

Built in 1975, Watertree of DeWitt is a 320 condominium project in Syracuse, NY. Each of the 40 buildings contain eight, 850-square-foot condo
units.

Before long, Topolski, along with Rick Dannan, who owns
Dannan Plumbing LLC, started replacing the existing water
heaters with 60-gallon Bradford White eF Series commercial
units. Topolski had since become a journeyman plumber, and
Dannan is a master plumber. The two-man crew handles all
plumbing needs at Watertree.

“The first time we installed an eF Series unit, we thought
it was broken,” said Dannan. “We filled it with cold water, fired it, and it shut off in six minutes. It took us a few
seconds to realize that it had already reached its setpoint
temperature. I’ve since suggested these units to several other
condo complexes that we service.”
Everyone involved agrees that using 60-gallon units instead
of the 100-gallon units that had always served the facility
was a huge advantage. The basement stairs weren’t nearly as
formidable a challenge anymore.

Robert Phillips, managing partner of Northeast Sales Associates, and Mike Cannavino of CO Supply.

“I’d like to say that I’ve been tracking the gas consumption
of the new eF units, but I’m content just knowing that we’re
doing better than ever,” said Allen. “The oldest unit is about
four years old now, and I haven’t had a single problem.”
Watertree of Dewitt is only halfway into its third generation
of Bradford White water heaters. And even more impressive,
none of the key players have changed in that time. Some
good things never change.

Rick Dannan and Gene Topolski.
Gene Topolski, of Dannan Plumbing, changes setpoint temperature.
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Walz Touts Clean Energy Jobs Amid
Uncertain Nuclear Future
By Steve Karnowski

ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) — Gov. Tim Walz and Commerce Commissioner Steve Kelley said Monday, April 1, that economics
suggest nuclear power won’t be part of Minnesota’s energy
mix if the state adopts the governor’s goal of getting 100
percent of its energy from carbon-free sources by 2050.
Walz and Kelley made the remarks at a news conference that
they held to celebrate the growth in clean energy jobs in
Minnesota.
“We are outpacing other states,” the governor said. “Now is
the time for Minnesota to seize the momentum.”
The governor set the ambitious carbon-free goal in March, in
hopes of building on the success of Minnesota’s Next Generation Energy Act, which passed in 2007 and was signed
into law by Republican Gov. Tim Pawlenty. That law required
Minnesota utilities to get at least 25 percent of their electricity from renewable sources by 2025 to reduce greenhouse gas
emissions. The rapid growth of wind and solar power helped
the state largely achieve that goal two years ago.

The carbon-free standard is part of a broad energy and
climate policy bill that passed a committee April 5 in the
Democratic-controlled Minnesota House. But the idea is
stalled in the GOP-controlled Senate. Minneapolis-based Xcel
Energy, which operates the Monticello and Prairie Island nuclear power plants, has set a similar goal but hasn’t decided
if nuclear should remain one of its sources after the plants’
licenses expire in the 2030s. Officials from smaller Minnesota
utilities testified in March that they can’t meet the goal.
Kelley said the governor’s proposal doesn’t take a position
for or against nuclear power. While it allows for the possibility that nuclear could be part of the state’s energy portfolio
in 2050, the commissioner said the odds at the moment are
against it.
“Just as a realist, looking at the cost of new nuclear power
plants, unless there’s a radical change in technology sometime in the next decades, it does not look likely that it will
be cost-effective to invest in new nuclear in Minnesota,” the
commissioner said.
Walz endorsed Kelley’s statements and added he wants to
see a solution to long-term nuclear waste storage, noting
that Xcel stores spent fuel in aboveground casks next to the
small reservation of the Prairie Island Dakota tribe because
the federal government has failed to establish a permanent
disposal site.
“The storage issue always has to be on the front end, always
has to be taken care of first,” the governor said.
Walz held the news conference to draw attention to an
annual report released April 1 by the industry group Clean
Energy Economy Minnesota that said more than 61,000
residents now work in clean energy industries, an increase of
over 2,700 jobs in 2018 for a growth rate of 4.7 percent. The
report said Minnesota led the region in renewable energy

Minnesota Gov. Tim Walz, center, and Commerce Commissioner Steve Kelley, right, tell reporters on Monday, April 9, 2019, that they’re confident that
Minnesota can achieve the governor’s goal of getting 100 percent of its energy from carbon-free sources by 2050. They spoke at a news conference in the
governor’s office at the state Capitol in St. Paul, Minn. (AP Photo/Steve Karnowski)

job gains, especially in wind and solar.
“This is Minnesota’s future but it didn’t happen by chance,”
the governor said, pointing to the 2007 law. “We need to be
deliberate in how we go about things.”

jobs by driving up energy prices — countered in a statement
that the report’s claims of clean energy job gains were artificially inflated because it counts jobs that are “only loosely
related” such as installers of energy-efficient appliances.

The Center of the American Experiment — a conservative
think tank that says a higher renewable mandate would kill
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Wind Turbines Proposal Whips Up
Dispute in Rural Wisconsin

A pump must not fAil!

By Sarah Whites-Koditschek | Wisconsin Center for Investigative Journalism
JEFFERSON, Wis. (AP) — Cindy Blanc, 57, and her 61-year-old
husband, Peter Minucci, are freelance musicians who moved
to 5 acres in the countryside in south central Wisconsin for
the scenic views and serenity.
Blanc leans against the glass door to her expansive backyard
where they see a lot of wildlife, including owls.
“This is the best place to watch stars ever because there’s no
light out here,” she said. “Now we’ll have flashing lights.”
Blanc was referring to a plan for 24 wind turbines, nearly
500 feet (152 meters) tall, including one tower that she said
would be 1,500 feet (457 meters) from the couple’s home in
the town of Jefferson, a rural farming community of 1,200
(Continued on page 33)

Peter Minucci stands on his property in the town of Jefferson, Wisc. Minucci
and his wife, Cindy Blanc, are against a proposed wind project near their “5
acres and janky old farmhouse,” as his wife puts it. As working musicians
with no pension or retirement, their property is what they’ve worked for
their whole lives, but they say its serenity could be ruined by the wind project. (Emily Hamer/Wisconsin Center for Investigative Journalism via AP)
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people near the Illinois border in Green County.

up in rural areas.

On a February afternoon, Blanc and Minucci drive along a
county road in their tan 1999 Oldsmobile to a neighbor’s
house to hand out yellow posters with the image of a wind
turbine with a circle and red slash mark across it. The protest
signs are in yards dotted throughout the town.

After receiving the notice, Blanc organized her neighbors to
rally against the turbines. Under state law, projects are automatically approved after 90 days if a local municipality does
not pass a wind ordinance to specify conditions for approval
of the project, so the situation felt urgent.

Blanc learned about plans in October for the wind project
when EDF Renewables, the American subsidiary of a French
company, sent her a notice in the mail.

She leaves the poster with a neighbor and gets back in the
car.

EDF’s 65-megawatt Sugar River Wind Project would include 24 turbines spread over 5,870 acres. According to the
company, the project would bring in more than $250,000 in
tax revenue annually. It has the capacity to provide power
for 20,000 homes, according to the pro-renewables group
Renew Wisconsin.
The project reflects a reignited interest among wind developers in the state, according to Renew Wisconsin Policy Director
Michael Vickerman. Currently, wind power provides less than
3 percent of Wisconsin’s electricity.
The fight between residents and renewable energy is playing
out in Wisconsin and other states as large wind and solar
projects — which in some cases can produce electricity more
cheaply than coal-fired power plants — have begun cropping

“This is the exciting life of a wind warrior,” Blanc said, laughing. “But mostly I just sit around and like, write emails.”
Blanc said she is not anti-wind, she just does not think turbines should be close to residences.
They pull back into their own driveway and see their yard
sign has fallen over. “What’s the irony of it getting knocked
over by the wind?” asked Blanc.
She is worried her property’s value will fall with wind turbines towering above it.
“Who is going to want to buy it living in the shadow of
giant, industrial wind?” she asked, raising a question studies
have failed to answer, as some find a decline in value and
others do not.
“We’re working musicians. We have no pension. We have no
retirement. So this 5 acres and this janky old farm house, is
like, it,” Blanc said. “This is what we’ve worked for our entire
lives.”
At an evening Jefferson Town Board meeting in late February, a roomful of more than 70 community members faced
three town board members and the town attorney, at times
booing and jeering.
The board was considering a possible wind ordinance after
months of public pressure. Local governments cannot enact
restrictions on wind projects that exceed the standards set
out in the state’s wind energy siting law, Public Service Com(Continued on page 34)
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mission Rule 128.
Prior to the law’s enactment in 2012, some local governments
blocked projects in their areas. PSC 128 was a way to provide
predictability to the permitting process and help prevent
impasses. Under the law, any local government that passes
a wind ordinance gains the power to regulate, approve or
reject a wind project, within the bounds set by the state.
Yet some residents, like Blanc, want the town to push the
limits of the law and require setbacks from residences greater than the standard of 1,250 feet (381 meters) outlined in
PSC 128 for properties not a part of the project. The town
planning commission supported those changes.
But the town’s attorney, Daniel Bartholf, advised the board
against challenging the law, as did an attorney for EDF. Ultimately, the Jefferson Town Board rejected the proposed ordinance. Board Chairman Harvey Mandel said in an interview
that he did not want to approve an ordinance that would
invite a lawsuit.
On several occasions, audience members shouted to the
elected leaders that they would soon be out of office after
spring elections. Two people stood to speak in favor of the
project; about 10 people spoke against.
In interviews before the meeting, some residents said they

have heard people living close to turbines can be disturbed
by the flashing shadows and low-frequency noise from the
rotation of the blades, causing headaches, nausea, lost sleep
and other health issues.

Not only is Jim Bauman upset, but so is his sister, Linda
Kundert, who lives about 10 minutes away. She and her
husband, Dan, along with their son, Brent, are dairy farmers
who may soon live next to several towering wind turbines.

The World Health Organization has identified sound from
wind turbines as a health risk, although it acknowledged
“very little evidence is available about the adverse health
effects of continuous exposure to wind turbine noise.” The
Wisconsin Department of Health Services says there are no
known health effects from wind turbines.

“We just never thought of this area as an industrial area, and
the turbines kind of make it that,” she said.

In January, an expert panel reviewed scientific studies for a
coalition of environmental groups, finding “little scientific
evidence to support claims of health problems caused by
wind turbines.”
Micah Bahr is a resident in the town of Kendall in Lafayette
County, also near the Illinois border. He is a farmer who
supports renewable energy; he has an array of solar panels
next to his barn. But Bahr spoke against the Jefferson project
at the meeting.
Bahr lives about three-fourths of a mile from a wind turbine.
He believes it is giving him headaches, which vanish when he
goes indoors.
“I was wondering why I was getting a headache,” he said in
an interview at his farm. “Then it dawned on me that there
was a ... a lull, humming type sound that was coming when
the wind comes out of the south.”
EDF Development Director PJ Saliterman said in an interview
that allegations of negative health effects are a “myth.”
“Too often fear and misinformation ... from Web-based
sources are used to drive wedges in communities in between
neighbors,” he said.
It came as a surprise to Jim Bauman that his brother and
neighbor, Brian Bauman, signed a lease to place a wind turbine and power station on his property in Juda, Wisconsin.
That decision has put a crack in the bonds of an otherwise
close family.

The Kunderts fear they and their dairy cows will suffer health
problems from the turbines. Jennifer Van Os, a University of
Wisconsin-Madison assistant professor of dairy science, said
she knows of no scientific research published on the effects
of wind turbines on cattle.
“I’m tired of waking up with a knot in my stomach going
through ranges of emotions,” Dan Kundert said. “Neighbors
should not do this to neighbors, and above all, family should
not do this to family.”

leases.
“As you know, bad news travels much faster than good, and
if we were messing up in other communities, you would hear
about it,” Saliterman said.
On March 20, Mandel and the remaining town board member, Rick Nusbaum, decided against creating a local ordinance.
The Green County Board on March 12 passed its own wind
ordinance in line with PSC 128. The county zoning department plans to review the project for approval. That decision
can be appealed to the PSC.
In the April 2 election, both Mandel and Nusbaum kept their
seats. Samson did not run for re-election.
Not everyone in Jefferson opposes the project.

Brian Bauman did not return calls for an interview about his
plans.
According to Vickerman, the average annual lease for hosting a turbine in Wisconsin is roughly $5,000 to $7,000 a year.
Saliterman said the company will start off paying a total of
$300,000 a year to landowners and neighbors, an amount it
expects will increase.
EDF offered Jim and Kim Bauman a $1,500-a-year easement
for the noise and vibration or other effects of the turbines.
They declined to sign the contract.
In the town of Jefferson, board member Lyle Samson along
with Larry Eakins, a member of the planning commission, recused themselves from participating in the decision over the
Sugar River Wind Project because they hold leases with EDF.
Mandel dismissed the suggestion of any unethical practices
in the town’s handling of the wind project. He said it was
“too bad” that critics have maligned the officials with leases,
adding, “They’re good people.”

Tim Bender, a truck driver, and his wife, Linda, a stay-athome mom, were among the few proponents willing to
speak at the Jefferson Town Board meeting.
“I just can’t stand to sit back and watch an opportunity pass
us by,” Tim Bender said.
The Benders have a “good neighbor” agreement with EDF.
They would like to host a turbine too, but their property is
too small.
Tim Bender said his support is not motivated by personal
profit. He favors renewable energy because it is better for
the environment than natural gas or coal.
“Why not benefit from clean, free wind?” he asked. “We
have maybe three days out of the year when we don’t have
wind. Why shouldn’t we benefit from it?”

Samson declined to talk for the story, citing his recusal, and
Eakins did not return a request for comment. EDF’s Saliterman said the company does not target local officials for
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The 2019 Vendor Fair proved a great night out for the Chiefs and our Associate members, and we thank everyone who came
out to make it such a rockin’ good time. We are grateful to all of our Associate members for their support, and we hope that
everyone was able to make new contacts and share their expertise with those in the industry.
We are especially grateful to all of the vendors who supplied prizes for the raffle near the end of the evening, and to everyone
who made the event a success, including the friendly staff at The Geraghty, DJ D. Jones, Alex Boerner and the folks at Fanning
Communications, and in particular the vendors, without whom this event could not have been possible.
As always, we remind you that if your organization is interested in sponsoring any of the events coming up in the near future,
please reach out to Alex Boerner at AlexB@chiefengineer.org.
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crushing it with
The removal of roughly 2,500 sq. ft. of concrete mezzanine took a crew of three about a week to accomplish, with minimal disturbance to tenants.

There’s something about demolition that’s particularly satisfying to watch. Even as children, many of us can remember
being fascinated by wrecking balls pummeling the sides of
buildings, heavy machinery tearing down brick walls or dynamiting structures so that they collapse on themselves. But
as we grew and learned more about the built environment,
we figured out that demolition is a pretty precise business, at
the very least for safety reasons. At the invitation of Green
Demolition, we recently had the opportunity to visit a demolition site at the intersection of Rush St. and Chestnut St.
in downtown Chicago. There, we became acquainted with
Green Demolition’s owner, Mike Brough, and some of the
more intricate nuances of demolition work.

After the principal removal of the mezzanine is completed,
Green Demolition will return to spots like this and clean up
the rebar and other elements for a thoroughly detailed finish.

A portion of the mezzanine being removed by Green Demolition at Rush
and Chestnut Streets.

green
Demolition
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Remote control allows the operator of the robot to maintain
an angle of visibility that would not be available from inside
a crane.

Approaching the intersection where the demolition was
taking place, what we noticed first that defied any expectation of what a demo site might look like was that everything
seemed perfectly normal. No heavy machinery. No collapsing
concrete. No evidence of any work going on anywhere. Only
when we got right up to the door of the building could we
hear any rumbling, crunching, or the ping of rebar. Once
inside, we saw an operation underway that, while inherently
messy due to the destruction of material involved, was nonetheless well-ordered and full of care.
“We’re removing structural concrete mezzanine that is
existing within this residential high-rise,” Brough said. “We
have a lot of noise and dust constraints, and we’re dealing
with 10-inch structural concrete slab with two mats of rebar.
So we have to remove everything delicately, quietly, without
disturbing the residents who live within the building.”
To achieve this, Brough and his team at Green Demolition
employed a remote-controlled robot, a Husqvarna concrete
crusher with a massive jaw-like attachment — a “muncher,”
as Brough called it — to chew away at the concrete, separating it from the rebar and dismantling the mezzanine. As
the pulverized material cascaded down, negative air machines and water from a hose were employed to keep the
dust down, and the emerging rebar removed and placed in
stacks around the perimeter of the work site. Breathing in
this environment was not a problem, and while the noise
was considerable in this space, by standards relative to other
demolition worksites full of jackhammers, it was as quiet as a
library — or at least a library parking lot.

“Just to give you an example, to start the job out, we had
to bring a man in with an air hammer — an air compressor
with a 90-lb. jackhammer — to do six spot holes, 12 inches
by 12 inches, so they could reroute the mechanicals to get
them out of our way,” Brough said. “That guy was in here
for eight hours, just to make those six holes with a 90-lb.
air compressor. And I’m sure you know how loud that is. So
we’re working around the building’s main water service,
main sewer service, main sprinkler system. And we’re taking
out our concrete above these main lines. So we have a lot
going on, here.” And in spite of all that, after five days of
demolition work at this location, the operation had not
ruffled any of the tenants’ feathers. “We’ve had no complaints,” Brough said, proudly. “We’re working with the
building engineer. He provided us electric so we can run
our robot off of it — this way, we don’t have to bring in a
generator, and have a generator and cords running from
the outside, with more noise and people tripping over them.
We’re working above these main service lines. As well, we’re
at the corner of Rush and Chestnut, with storefront systems,
pedestrians and everything else.”
While keeping the tenants happy as demolition is underway
is a firm priority, Green Demolition also lives up to its name,
stressing the importance of keeping its operation as environmentally friendly as possible. From its immediate surroundings while working, which are much more comfortable
than you might think a demo site should be, to the team’s
practices during and following the completion of a job. “We
salvage all our own scrap,” Brough says, citing not just the
rebar, but all of the broken concrete and other materials, as
well. If there’s a lot of scrap from a job, Green Demolition
will sometimes share the fortunes of recycling with the client. “There are situations that the client gets a scrap credit,”
he said. “This would not be one of those situations. There’s
not enough scrap here. The amount of scrap here is minimal.
You might get into a big high-rise downtown, where the
engineers or the building wants the scrap — they want the
copper, which we then turn around and we work with them,
to keep everybody happy.”
Once a job like the mezzanine on which they’re working is
(Continued on page 40)
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Support cables extend from the ceiling underneath the next floor to support crucial mechanical and electrical elements left unsupported without the
building’s mezzanine.

all the heavy power is that conducts the trains. So we’re at
Lake and State. We have four of them going on, but today
we’re at Lake and State.
The remote-controlled robot can operate with great efficiency even in a
confined area ...

“We have a lot of noise
and dust constraints,
and we’re dealing with
10-inch structural
concrete slab with two
mats of rebar. So we have
to remove everything
delicately, quietly,
without disturbing the
residents who live within
the building.”
more or less complete, they don’t spare the details. “We’ll
clean up all of the rebar edge, and we’re going back to the
wall where the copper pipe is,” he says, indicating a further
push that requires a sensitive touch. But he is adamant that
they have the tools and the talent.
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... and in spite of the immense power of the massive jaws of the
“muncher” attachment, is actually capable of quite delicate work.

“We have large backhoes,” he said. “I’ve got 30 bobcats.
Rollers for compaction, man lifts … all sorts of stuff. Tractor
trailers, roll boys — we move all of our own backhoes and
stuff. We do all our own roll-off work, with dumpsters and
everything.”
Being adept and largely self-contained helps Green Demolition to retain the flexibility necessary to acquire a wide variety of job types, from downtown high-rises to bulk residential. “We did a water filtration plant in Long Beach, Indiana,
right on Lake Michigan, which was pretty cool,” Brough said.
“We were in South Bend. … We tore 110 homes down and
restored them to grass in six weeks. That was fast-paced. We
have guys working on the CTA substations right now, where

Green Demolition takes special care to work around utilities like sewer and
electrical, but gets the work done with no disruption to tenants’ services.

“It’s always something different, so it’s not like there’s a typical norm,” he continued. “We do emergency work for the
City of Chicago. I don’t know if you remember those water
towers downtown that were freezing and collapsing? We
took them down. … There was a church steeple on Belmont
Ave. that broke from the mast 200 feet in the air. We took
that off the building.”
According to Brough, he’s been in the business for 25 years,
and even though he’s the president, he still likes to go onsite as much as possible. “I still wear work boots every day,”
he said. “I’m not afraid to get dirty. I would rather do that
than be in an office. … I like to go out in the field. I like to
deal with the men. I know the men. I’ve worked with them
side by side. I respect the men. And if anyone needs anything, they can always call. I’m always here — my phones are
on.”

Great care is taken to keep existing utilities in place — here, cables suspending a sewer pipe are carefully threaded between other utility pipes as
they lead down from the next floor above.

The claw-like attachment on this robot helps to remove 2,500 square feet
of concrete and two mats of rebar inside of five days.

Scrap rebar freed from the concrete is hauled away for recycling by Green
Demolition.
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Missouri Bill Would Bar Condemnation
for Wind Energy Line
By David A. Lieb

JEFFERSON CITY, Mo. (AP) — Just weeks after winning a key
regulatory approval, one of the nation’s largest wind energy
projects is facing a new obstacle from Missouri legislation
that could prevent the proposed high-voltage power line
from being strung across the property of uncooperative landowners.
A Missouri House panel advanced legislation Wednesday,
April 3, that would prohibit the use of eminent domain to
acquire easements for the Grain Belt Express project. The
proposed 750-mile (1,255-kilometer) transmission line would
carry wind power from Kansas across Missouri and Illinois
into Indiana, where it would connect to a power grid that
serves eastern states.
The $2.3 billion project has been repeatedly delayed by
regulatory hurdles and court battles but won a significant
victory in March, when Missouri’s utility regulatory commission reversed its previous denials and approved the project.
Missouri’s “certificate of convenience and necessity” deems
it a public utility, which allows it to pursue condemnation
cases in local courts against landowners who refuse to sell
easements.
The legislation is intended to block that — either forcing the
power line to zigzag around unwilling sellers or zapping it
altogether.
Clean Line Energy Partners, based in Houston, has been
pursuing the project since 2010. In November, Chicago-based
Invenergy announced it was buying the project — a deal
that would strengthen the project’s finances, but still needs
regulatory approval.

Invenergy spokeswoman Beth Conley said the legislation
would delay or prevent residents in dozens of Missouri
communities that agreed to purchase the wind power from
saving millions of dollars annually through cheaper rates.
While approving the project last month, the Missouri Public
Service Commission concluded that “the broad economic,
environmental, and other benefits of the project ... outweigh
the interests of the individual landowners.”
At a legislative hearing in April, Marilyn O’Bannon vowed
that she and her relatives never would agree to provide
easements for the transmission line to pass through about 5
miles of her family’s farmland near Madison. She expressed
concerns that their farms would be harmed by the construction without benefiting from any of the electricity passing
overhead. Her family’s farms get their power from a rural
electricity cooperative.
“They think we’re just out here complaining because it’s our
land, but every acre really counts, especially when the commodity prices are where they are today,” O’Bannon told The
Associated Press.
Other property owners appear more willing to sell easement
rights without going through condemnation proceedings.
“I really believe in renewable energy,” said Donna Inglis,
whose Huntsville property lies in the path of the power line.
She added: “I think a lot of the people on the line are being
very selfish, because they’re worried about me. They’re not
worried about the better good.”

Unlike traditional power line projects, the Grain Belt Express
is not part of an existing energy distribution system and
would not carry power directly to residential customers. It
instead would sell power to other utilities. A coalition of Missouri municipal utilities has agreed to purchase some of the
energy, but the vast majority would go to eastern states.

SUPERIOR, Wis. (AP) — Husky Energy said Wednesday, April
3, that it will invest more than $400 million to rebuild its oil
refinery in Superior, Wisconsin, and will continue its use of a
highly toxic chemical that raised fears in the community after
an explosion at the refinery last April.
The blast injured 36 people and required the evacuation of
much of Superior largely because of the presence of hydrogen fluoride, which can be hazardous to human health. The
tank containing the chemical wasn’t damaged by the explosion, which was caused by a hole in a valve.
Company CEO Rob Symonds told Wisconsin Public Radio that
company officials explored using alternatives to hydrogen
fluoride, but there is no better option.
“The hydrogen fluoride alkylation unit, as it’s called, is
fundamental to making gasoline,” Symonds said. “This is the
gasoline that we all use in our cars today.”

Symonds said if they didn’t use the chemical, it would make
the refinery “nonviable.”
The mayors of Superior and adjacent Duluth, Minn., called
on Husky Energy to remove hydrogen fluoride from its
operations. Some community members and groups have
also pushed for its removal, including the Twin Ports Action
Alliance.
Ginger Juel, co-founder of the Twin Ports Action Alliance,
said other methods can produce high-octane gasoline, such
as sulfuric acid and ISOALKY technology.
Symonds said a conversion to sulfuric acid has never been
done in the global refining industry and that such a transition would require taking out everything that exists. He said
it also would require the use of sulfuric acid.
“Put in context, today we have one truck a year that brings
in hydrogen fluoride,” he said. “If we were to go to sulfuric
acid, we would go to one truck a day.”
Construction is set to begin this fall and the refinery expects
to resume partial operations in late 2020. Company officials
said the refinery employs 200 workers and it expects to create 350 jobs during construction.
“We very early on decided we did want to rebuild,” Symonds
said. “We wanted to stay in the Superior area and we wanted to continue to invest in the refinery.”
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That’s sparked opposition from some Missouri landowners
and politicians.
“We’re asking our Missouri farmers and rural areas to give
up their land and their rights so that people further east
can save on their energy bills? I don’t think that’s good for
Missourians,” said Republican Rep. Dean Plocher, the chairman of the committee that advanced the eminent domain
legislation.

Company Will Keep Using Toxic
Chemical at Wisconsin Refinery
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Walz Administration Renews Challenge
to Line 3 Oil Pipeline
By Steve Karnowski

ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) — Gov. Tim Walz said Monday, April 8,
that his administration has renewed its challenge to a regulatory panel’s approval of Enbridge Energy’s plan to replace its
aging Line 3 crude oil pipeline across northern Minnesota,
saying he wants to let the legal process play out.
Walz told reporters the Commerce Department refiled its
appeal the previous week with the Minnesota Court of
Appeals, which had dismissed earlier appeals in the case
on procedural grounds. The independent Public Utilities
Commission last month gave its final reaffirmation of its
earlier approvals of the project, clearing the way for the
department and the environmental and tribal groups to
refile appeals that began under previous Gov Mark Dayton’s
administration.
“We think that that appeal should simply be heard, and
that’s fair,” he said.
The Democratic governor said the state’s appeal doesn’t
delay the timeline for the permitting process for or construction on the replacement pipeline because the state isn’t
seeking an injunction. Regulators have told Enbridge that
they expect to certify all remaining state permits by November. The company hopes to put the new pipeline into service
in the second half of 2020.
Calgary, Alberta-based Enbridge wants to replace Line 3,
which was built in the 1960s, because it’s increasingly prone
to cracking and corrosion. Native American and environmental groups argue that the project risks oil spills in pristine
areas of the Mississippi River headwaters region, and that
the Canadian tar sands oil that the line would carry accelerates climate change.

cordance with the law based on full and complete evidence
developed and presented over years of open and transparent
regulatory and environmental review processes.”
Walz was critical of lawmakers who’ve tried unsuccessfully
to prohibit the state from spending taxpayer money on the
appeal, calling their efforts “a gross violation of the separation of powers.”
The legal issue at the heart of the Commerce Department’s
appeal is whether Enbridge provided legally adequate longrange demand forecasts to establish the need for the project.
The Public Utilities and Enbridge say the company did. Walz
said the statutory language is ambiguous, and that there
would no basis for the state’s appeal if lawmakers clarified
the statute.
House Minority Leader Kurt Daudt said Republicans are
“incredibly disappointed” by the decision to pursue a further
appeal against a new pipeline that would be the “safest,
most environmentally friendly way” to transport the oil and
would create jobs and increase property tax revenues for
communities along the route.

Italian Shipping Firm Fined $4M in US
Waste Oil Dumping Case
By Wayne Parry

An Italian shipping company admitted in the U.S. to dumping oily waste and other pollutants at sea rather than paying
to dispose of them properly, and will pay a $4 million fine.
U.S. authorities in New Jersey say d’Amico Shipping Italia
S.p.A. pleaded guilty Wednesday, April 10, in Newark, to
violating the Act to Prevent Pollution from Ships.
The charge involved the oil tanker Cielo di Milano that visited ports in New Jersey, Maryland and Florida multiple times
in 2014 and 2015.
The Palermo-based company admitted that the ship’s crew
intentionally discharged bilge water and oily waste from the
vessel’s engine room into the sea, according to court documents.
It also admitted falsifying and destroying records, and lying
to the Coast Guard during inspections.

According to statements made in court, and in court documents, the company admitted the ship’s crew intentionally
bypassed required pollution prevention equipment by discharging bilge water and oily waste from the vessel’s engine
room through its sewage system into the sea.
Some of the discharges were made within the 200-mile
(321-kilometer) territorial limits of the U.S.
One chief engineer falsified the ship’s Oil Record Book to
state that bilge water had been processed through the
vessel’s pollution control equipment when, in fact it had not.
And the crew routinely hid equipment used to conduct the
discharges when the vessel entered port.
The company also admitted that crewmembers made false
statements to the Coast Guard during its inspection of the
Cielo di Milano in January 2015; and destroyed a record book
after the Coast Guard had boarded the vessel, according to
court documents.

“What the governor is trying to do is play both sides,” Daudt
said. “I think he’s trying to say that, `Well this is ultimately
going to happen, but I can at least tell the people that were
against it I was with them.’ And to me that’s a failure of
leadership.”

Enbridge said in a statement that it believes the courts will
affirm the commission’s decisions, “which were made in ac-
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Motion Industries’ Breaux and Storer
Share 2018 GPC Manager of the Year
Award
Birmingham, Ala. — Motion Industries, Inc., a leading
distributor of maintenance, repair, and operation replacement parts is pleased to announce that its parent company,
Genuine Parts Company (GPC), presented Randy Breaux (Motion Industries President – North America) and Kevin Storer
(Motion Industries Executive Vice President U.S. Operations
and President of Motion Mexico) the 2018 GPC Manager of
the Year honor. It is the single highest individual recognition
in all of Genuine Parts Company.
“This is the 60th consecutive year that we have recognized
one Manager of the Year out of all our associates worldwide,” said Paul Donahue, President & CEO of Genuine Parts
Company. “This year we decided to present the Manager of
the Year Award to both Randy and Kevin to recognize the
outstanding efforts of both leaders, resulting in a record year
during a challenging time with the passing of Tim Breen,

CHIEF ENGINEER MEMBER INFO AND REMINDERS

former President & CEO, in August. This award is the highest
honor at GPC — a significant recognition of both Randy’s
and Kevin’s exceptional leadership of the Motion Team in
2018.”
Prior to being named Motion Industries President in December 2018, Mr. Breaux was Executive Vice President of Marketing, Distribution, Purchasing and Strategic Planning for the
company, and has nearly four decades of experience in the
industrial manufacturing and distribution markets. He joined
Motion Industries in May 2011, following 21 years of leadership roles with ABB/Baldor Electric Company.
Mr. Storer is responsible for all U.S. branch and field sales
operations as well as Motion’s Mexico operations. Mr. Storer
began his career with Motion Industries in 1987, and was a
Branch Manager and Regional Manager prior to becoming
Vice President/General Manager of Motion’s Los Angeles
Division. In 2006, he was promoted to Vice President/Group
Executive before being named Senior Vice President, Western U.S. and President of Motion Mexico in 2014. He was
promoted to his current position in 2017.
The Chief Engineers
Association Of Chicagoland
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at 5:30PM

MAY

15
2019

•

Here are a few things to keep in mind about your membership and Chief Engineer events.

•

Members are invited to monthly meetings that take place once a month October – May

•

Events vary in location and activity from holidays and socials to education meetings

•

Meetings begin at 5:30PM

•

We understand many of you end your day before 5:00PM, however to allow for proper set up
and to provide a well-executed meeting, we ask that you honor the start time of the event
and arrive after 5:00PM.

•

Members are welcome to bring one guest, one time, who is considering membership into the
organization to the meetings

•

Membership dues are good for one year. If not renewed, your membership becomes Inactive
and you will need to renew before or upon entering events

SEND YOUR BIG NEWS TO CHIEF
ENGINEER MAGAZINE
Are there new members on your team?
Is someone due for recognition? Or has
someone been promoted in their field?
Tell your fellow Chief Engineers about it!

Recognition in Chief Engineer Magazine
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Solar Power Industry Sees Rays of
Growth in Georgia

By Mary Landers | The Savannah Morning News

SAVANNAH, Ga. (AP) — Early in April, the Southern Alliance
for Clean Energy released “Solar in the Southeast 2018,” its
second annual report on solar expansion.
“Solar growth continues in the Southeast (adding 65 percent
in 2018),” the report states. “The region will surpass 10,000
MW in 2019. SACE now anticipates 19,000 MW by 2022, up
from our prior projection of 15,000 by 2021.”
The nonprofit compared the amount of solar installed by
each utility relative to the number of customers it serves, a
measure described as watts per customer.
“This analysis in our second regional solar report shines
a light on the utilities and states that excel in smart solar
growth and demonstrates the enormous potential that
remains in the Southeast for increased solar development,”
said Stephen A. Smith, executive director of Southern Alliance for Clean Energy.

“Using the unbiased watts per customer metric, we are also
able to see which states and utilities are continuing to fall
behind and need a serious course correction to avoid denying customers the economic and environmental and benefits
of clean solar power. We hope that the facts presented in
this report will continue to serve as a helpful tool as utilities and regulators throughout the region advance in their
renewable energy planning.”
Georgia and its largest utility, Georgia Power, are still regional leaders in solar, but other states are catching up, and some
are pulling ahead. For example, the state’s watts-per-customer solar ratio last year of 280 is higher than the Southeast average of 269, but will require “additional ambition to avoid
falling below average by 2022,” they report.
The alliance suggests that the Georgia Public Service Commission could demand additional solar development in the
Georgia Power 2019 Integrated Resource Plan, a required
3-year plan that regulators began hearings about in early

April, and sustain Georgia’s solar leadership.

may be shifting that stance.

Georgia Power came up fourth among the large utilities in
the region with 426 watts of solar installed per customer.
That’s down from third last year. In first place is Duke Energy
Progress with 1,625 watts per customer.

“I would like to see more rooftop solar in Georgia — particularly in Atlanta and Athens to help with their 100 percent
clean energy goals,” said Echols. “We could help these cities
by raising the limit of both array size and buyback price for
rooftop solar in their jurisdictions.”

“While reports show our dominance in solar slipping by
2021, I anticipate the Public Service Commission adding a
gigawatt, possibly two gigawatts, keeping us near the top of
the list,” Public Service Commissioner Tim Echols said.

Georgia Power is proposing in its 2019 IRP to add 950 megawatts of utility scale and 50 megawatts of distributed (rooftop) solar, said PSC Chairman Lauren “Bubba” McDonald.

The leading utility, Duke Energy Progress, has been aided by
North Carolina laws along with favorable regulatory terms
required by the North Carolina Utilities Commission for independent power providers. In Georgia, the push has been a
regulatory one from the PSC.

“I predict there will be a bit more solar than what Georgia
Power suggested,” said McDonald, an early solar champion
who, at 80, has said he won’t seek reelection in 2020 but will
serve out his term. “There will be a greater effort to expand
the distributed generation. To what level I don’t know.”

The PSC directed Georgia Power to develop an Advanced Solar Initiative in 2012, which led to the development of more
than 700 megawatts of solar. Georgia Power also collaborated with the Department of Defense to develop 166 megawatts of solar on military bases. An agreement with the PSC
in 2016 led the current plan to add 1,600 megawatts of solar,
wind, and/or biomass resources by 2020.

The newest commissioner, Jason Shaw, who was appointed
after Doug Everett resigned before the end of his term in
November, said he’s keeping an open mind on solar.

The PSC’s model favors utility-scale solar over residential
rooftop. But the clean energy goals of Atlanta and Athens

“At this point, we have heard from Georgia Power Co. and
look forward to hearing more from the various interveners,” he said. “Georgia has been a leader in the solar market
and I look for that to continue as long as it makes sense for
ratepayers.”
SACE supports utility scale, as well as mid-size community or
industrial solar — like the ground-mounted array at the Sea
Point industrial park on East President Street where 4,000
solar panels were installed earlier this year — and rooftop.
But Georgia also doesn’t have a policy champion for rooftop
solar. Without proactive policies like net metering, it takes
homeowners longer to get their return on rooftop solar.
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Other states support distributed generation solar more vigorously. Legislation pending in South Carolina will extend net
metering, SACE reports. The Florida Public Service Commission approved solar lease designs to promote further growth
and opportunity. Florida utilities are also advancing shared/
community solar programs to expand access for customers
interested in solar.
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Transformer Ohmmeter from Megger
Reliably Measures Winding Resistance

FLIR Announces Accessories for
Temperature and Moisture Meters

NORRISTOWN, Pa. — Megger now offers a transformer
ohmmeter that affordably, accurately and reliably measures
winding resistance in smaller distribution and transmission
transformers. Weighing just 16 pounds, the MTO106 is compact and readily portable.

ball probe can help users detect moisture below the surface
and determine the moisture migration path from the source.
With the MR12, users can cover a large area in a short time
without making a mark and easily measure into corners, on
uneven surfaces, and around baseboards. The MR12 enables
stable, repeatable measurements; supports a wide range
of wood and common building materials; and is durable
enough to withstand and 2 m drop.

Operating this new transformer ohmmeter is straightforward. Users make the ground connection, connect the
power, and then make connections to the transformer under
test using the supplied Kelvin leads. Once the required test
current is selected, the user simply presses the start button.
Test results are clearly shown on a large backlit display.
To ensure safe operation, both audible and visual indicators
alert users that a test is being conducted. At the end of the
test, the winding is automatically discharged with visual and
audible indicators alerting of operation. Discharge continues until completion, even if the supply to the instrument is
turned off.
The MTO106 has two test channels and manually selectable

MADDOCKINDUSTRIES.COM (773) 486-1000

The final accessory announced is the FLIR MR01-EXT temperature/relative humidity sensor and extension assembly,
which can be used in conjunction with the FLIR MR77 and
MR176. The MR01-EXT can be used for acclimation purposes,
such as dryer/dehumidifier exhaust vents, along with extending the reach of moisture meter integral temp/RH probes.

The Megger MTO106 is designed for use with smaller distribution and
transmission transformers.

test currents in five steps up to a maximum of 6 A. This
allows the current to be chosen correctly for the transformer
under test, while minimizing the risk of heating the windings. The ohmmeter delivers an open-circuit test voltage up
to 48 V, ensuring that even large transformers are saturated
rapidly, reducing the time needed for testing.
This new tester can detect problems like faulty tap changer
contacts, broken conductors, shorted winding disks or layers,
as well as poor bushing connections. This versatile instrument can also be used to measure the winding resistance of
other inductive assets, including generators and motors.

Armstrong pumps with
integrated connected
controls reduce energy
as much as 75% compared
to traditional constant
speed installations, as
well as space-saving
installation and ease
of service.

The MTO106 can be used to carry out winding resistance
measurements in line with most major transformer testing
standards, including those set by CIGRE, IEEE, IEC and ANSI.

FLIR’s MR11, MR12 and MR01 enhance capabilities of temperature, humidity and moisture tools

WILSONVILLE, Ore., — FLIR Systems, Inc. (NASDAQ: FLIR) has
announced the release of three new accessories that enhance
the capabilities of FLIR temperature, humidity, and moisture
tools. These accessories are the MR11 handheld temperature
and humidity sensor accessory, the MR12 ball probe moisture
sensor accessory, and the MR01-EXT temperature/relative
humidity sensor and extension assembly.
The FLIR MR11 is an ergonomic temperature and humidity
sensor designed to expand the measurement capabilities
of FLIR moisture meters (compatible with the MR77 and
MR176). Users can extend the reach of the moisture meter’s
temperature and humidity sensor by replacing it with the
MR11 sensor and extension piece (MR01-EXT). In addition,
users can save time by deploying MR11 sensors in each dehumidifier instead of moving the meter to various locations and
waiting for it to acclimate.
The FLIR MR12 is a ball-probe moisture sensor accessory
designed to extend the measurement range of FLIR moisture
meters (compatible with the MR60, MR160 and MR176).
When there’s no visible presence of moisture, the MR12’s
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Big Tech Feels the Heat as US Moves to
Protect Consumer Data
By Marcy Gordon

WASHINGTON (AP) — Momentum is gaining in Washington
for a privacy law that could sharply rein in the ability of the
largest technology companies to collect and make money off
people’s personal data.

lators and lawmakers to lessen the domination of companies
like Facebook, Google and Amazon. Some, including Sen.
Elizabeth Warren, a Democratic presidential candidate, have
called for the tech giants to be split up.

A national law, the first of its kind in the U.S., could allow
people to see or prohibit the use of their data. Companies
would need permission to release such information. If it
takes effect, a law would also likely shrink Big Tech’s profits
from its lucrative business of making personal data available
to advertisers so they can pinpoint specific consumers to
target.

The Trump White House has said in the past that it could
endorse a broad data privacy law.

Behind the drive for a law is rising concern over the compromise of private data held by Facebook, Google and other
tech giants that have earned riches by aggregating consumer information. The industry traditionally has been lightly
regulated and has resisted closer oversight as a threat to its
culture of freewheeling innovation.
Support for a privacy law is part of a broader effort by regu-

The big tech companies have been nervously eyeing a tough
privacy law taking effect next year in California. That measure will allow Californians to see the personal data being
collected on them and where it’s being distributed and to
forbid the sale of it. With some exceptions, consumers could
also request that their personal information be deleted
entirely.
Whatever federal privacy law eventually emerges is expected
to be less stringent than the California measure and to supersede it. As a result, the tech industry is trying to help shape
any national restrictions.

Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg testifies before a joint hearing of the Commerce and Judiciary Committees on Capitol Hill in Washington. Momentum
is gaining in Washington for a privacy law that would sharply reduce the ability of the largest technology companies to collect and distribute people’s
personal data. Zuckerberg, published a column in March in the Washington Post calling for tighter regulations to protect consumer data, control harmful
content and ensure election integrity and data portability. (AP Photo, Alex Brandon, File)

“This is the first time ever that the industry wants legislation,” said Jeffrey Chester, executive director of the Center
for Digital Democracy, a privacy advocacy group. “The industry is terrified.”
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On April 2, a House committee pressed Google and Facebook
executives about another urgent concern involving Big Tech:
Whether they’re doing enough to curb the spread of hate
crimes and white nationalism through online platforms. The
Judiciary Committee hearing follows a series of violent incidents fueled in part by online communication.
Facebook, used by 2-billion-plus people including more than
200 million in the U.S., has been a particular lightning rod for

(Continued on page 54)
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Techline
industry critics. Having had its reputation tarnished over data
privacy lapses, a tide of hate speech and a spread of disinformation that allowed Russian agents to target propaganda
campaigns, Facebook appears ready to embrace a national
privacy law.
Facebook’s founder and CEO, Mark Zuckerberg, published a
column in March in the Washington Post calling for tighter regulations to protect consumer data, control harmful content and ensure
election integrity and data portability.
“The Internet,” Zuckerberg wrote, “needs
new rules.”
Amazon says it has built its business on protecting people’s information, “and we have
been working with policymakers on how best
to do that.”
“There is real momentum to develop baseline
rules of the road for data protection,” Google’s chief privacy officer, Keith Enright, has
said in a policy paper. “Google welcomes this
and supports comprehensive, baseline privacy
regulation.”
A sweeping “privacy shield” law in the European Union, covering how tech companies
handle personal data in the 28-country bloc,
should be a model, Zuckerberg wrote. EU regulators recently fined Google $1.7 billion for
freezing out rivals in the online ad business
— their third penalty against the search giant
in two years. The EU watchdogs have also
ordered Apple and Amazon to pay back taxes
and fined Facebook for providing misleading
information in its acquisition of WhatsApp.
On April 8, Britain unveiled plans to vastly
increase government oversight of social media
companies, with a watchdog that could fine
executives or even ban companies that fail to
block such content as terrorist propaganda
and images of child abuse.
The entire debate cuts to the heart of Big
Tech’s hugely profitable commerce in online
users’ personal data. The companies gather
vast data on what users read and like and
leverage it to help advertisers target their
messages to the individuals they want to
reach. Facebook drew 99 percent of its revenue from advertising last year. For Google’s
parent Alphabet, it was 85 percent, according
to Scott Kessler of the research firm CFRA.
Amazon, too, doesn’t just sell products online;
it provides ad space, too. The company doesn’t
say how much but has said that the “other”
revenue in its financial reports is mainly from
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ads. Its “other” revenue topped $10 billion last year, more
than double what it was in 2017.
The tech giants’ problematic relationship with advertisers
was spotlighted by action regulators took in March. The
Department of Housing and Urban Development filed civil
charges against Facebook, accusing it of allowing landlords
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and real estate brokers to exclude certain racial or ethnic
groups from seeing ads for houses and apartments. Facebook
could face penalties.
The company has separately agreed to overhaul its ad targeting system and end some of the practices noted by HUD
to prevent discrimination in housing listings as well as credit
and employment ads. That move was part of a settlement
with the American Civil Liberties Union and other activists.

Tech executives and many Democrats have rejected those
assertions as themselves politically biased. Still, Trump has
threatened to push regulators to investigate whether Google
has abused its role as an Internet gateway to stifle competition. And referring to Amazon, Facebook and Google,
Trump told Bloomberg News, “Many people think it is a very
antitrust situation, the three of them.”

Besides crafting a bipartisan data-privacy measure in Congress, lawmakers are considering restoring Obama-era rules
that formerly barred Internet providers — like AT&T, Verizon
and Comcast — from discriminating against certain technologies and services.

Among the tech giants that are trying to shape any final restrictions is the chipmaker Intel, which has developed its own
legislative proposal.

Sen. Ron Wyden, D-Ore., has proposed fines and jail time for
executives of companies guilty of data breaches.
The U.S. Chamber of Commerce and the Business Roundtable, representing CEOs of major companies, have presented
their own proposals to curb privacy abuses. At the same time,
President Donald Trump has echoed complaints from some
conservative lawmakers and commentators that the big tech
platforms are politically tilted against them.
“Facebook, Twitter and Google are so biased toward the
Dems it is ridiculous!” he has tweeted. And he told a rally
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crowd, “We’re not going to let them control what we can
and cannot see, read and learn from.”

“I think it’s likely we are going to pass a national privacy law
by the end of 2020,” David Hoffman, Intel’s associate general
counsel and global privacy officer, said in an interview.
By then, the privacy measure emerging in California will have
taken effect.
“The California bill is responsible for 90 percent of the lobbying and political pressure to pass a national law,” said Robert
Atkinson of the Information Technology and Innovation
Foundation, whose board includes tech executives.
Four senators — Republicans Roger Wicker of Mississippi and
Jerry Moran of Kansas and Democrats Richard Blumenthal of
Connecticut and Brian Schatz of Hawaii — are working on a
national measure. They say it would protect consumers from
the abuse of their data and provide legal certainty to ensure
that tech companies continue to hire and innovate.
“It would be nice,” said Wicker, who leads the key Senate
Commerce Committee, “to have it on the president’s desk
this year.”
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Apple Highlights Privacy in New Services
in Jab at Rivals
By Rachel Lerman

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Apple says its services respect your
digital boundaries — and it wants you to know it.
The company took several opportunities in late March to emphasize user privacy — and indirectly take a jab at rivals — at
its splashy, celebrity-laden event in Cupertino, California.
Apple announced a new streaming TV service, a paid subscription level for its news app, a video game service and
an Apple-branded credit card, as it tries to push its services
businesses to make up for a decline in sales of the iPhone.
The new services will pit Apple against the likes of Google
and Facebook in news, and Amazon and Netflix in streaming
video. But unlike many of its competitors, Apple said that it
won’t use your news preferences and spending history to sell
advertising.
Facebook, Google and other tech companies have come
under fire for the amount of data they collect on users to sell
advertising. Apple has largely escaped this backlash and has

sought to set itself apart by emphasizing its privacy safeguards. Apple has been able to do so because the bulk of its
business is in hardware, namely iPhones.
Apple wants to reassure customers that it’s still committed to
privacy with the new push on services.
It’s a way for Apple to remind people that the company
is more consumer-friendly than many of its competitors,
said eMarketer analyst Paul Verna. He said the strategy is
especially important because Apple is a late entrant to the
streaming market.
“It doesn’t surprise me that they hit that pretty hard,” he
said. “Apple has always been different from their competitors in that they are not very advertising-centric.”
Apple News Plus, which charges $10 a month for articles
from some magazines and newspapers, will make article
recommendations within the app. Apple said it will not send
information about what you read to its servers.
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Jason Momoa, left, and Alfre Woodard speak at the Steve Jobs Theater during an event to announce Apple new products Monday, March 25, 2019, in
Cupertino, Calif. Apple took the opportunity at the event to emphasize user privacy, setting itself apart from its high-tech rivals. (AP Photo/Tony Avelar)

Though publishers will be paid based on how many people
read, Apple says data will be collected in such a way that it
won’t know who read what, just what total time is spent on
different stories.

announcing its new credit card, the Apple Card.

Similarly with its credit card, Apple will store purchase information on devices that the card is tied to. The company
said it won’t send that information to its servers or sell it to
third-party companies for marketing and advertising.

Games won’t be able to collect data or track how people
play without getting consent, though Apple didn’t elaborate
on what getting consent entails.

“Apple doesn’t know where a customer shopped, what they
bought or how much they paid,” the company promised in

The paid gaming and TV streaming services will be ad-free,
Apple pledged.

Apple also said its TV service will not share user’s personal
information with anyone.
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New Products

Columbus McKinnon Debuts
Explosion-Protected Wire Rope Hoist
Models

Larson Electronics Releases 3-Phase,
3-Wire Configuration Variable
Frequency Drive, 400V AC, 300HP

sion-protected SH Ex models allow for wider use in applications and industries with potentially hazardous environments,” said Thomas Kraus, global product manager, wire
rope hoists. “Complying with ATEX, IECEx, and now NEC
standards, the SH Ex wire rope hoist offers reliable operation, high efficiency, and increased safety.”
Columbus McKinnon offers custom-made SH Ex designs with
lifting technology and components that comply with NEC
approvals for Class I, Division 2, Groups A, B, C & D hazardous locations with Temperature Class T4. NEC approvals are
adoptable standards that signify the safe installation of electrical wiring and equipment in hazardous locations that may
include flammable gases, flammable liquid-produced vapors,
or combustible liquid-produced vapors.

Columbus McKinnon’s explosion-protected wire rope hoists are precision
engineered for reliable performance and safe operation

GETZVILLE, N.Y. — Columbus McKinnon Corporation (NASDAQ: CMCO), a leading designer and manufacturer of motion control products, technologies and services for material
handling, is now adding NEC-approved, Class I, Division 2
explosion-protected STAHL CraneSystems brand SH Ex wire
rope hoists to its advanced hoist product portfolio. The
STAHL CraneSystems SH Ex wire rope hoist is available in five
frame sizes with 26 load capacity variants from 1000 pounds
to 30 tons in deck mount, monorail trolley, and double girder
trolley models for use with standard, customized, or special
crane applications.

The explosion-protected models are also available with ATEX
and IECEx approvals for EX Zone 1, Zone 2, Zone 21, or Zone
22 hazardous locations. ATEX compliance, required in the
European Union, certifies that the SH Ex is safe to use in potentially explosive areas with flammable gases or dust. IECEx
equipment certification signifies that the SH Ex conforms to
international safety standards for environments where a potential exists for explosions. The SH Ex is also available with
spark-resistant features such as coated hooks, brass wheels,
and brass drop lugs on trolley.
To learn more about the explosion-protected SH Ex wire rope
hoist, or any of the Company’s crane solutions products, call
Columbus McKinnon Channel Services at 800-888-0985 or
visit www.cmworks.com. For additional information about
STAHL CraneSystems, visit www.stahlcranes.com.

“Based on the SH wire rope hoist platform, the explo-
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The VFD-3P-400-300HP-426A-DCM 3-phase variable frequency drive is a 220kw unit that provides an output current of
426 amps and an operating frequency range of 0 to 3000
Hz. This unit can support seven on/off programmable digital
inputs, one high-speed pulse input and two programmable
analog outputs. The drive’s four operating modes include
Keypad Control, Terminal Control, Serial Communication
Control and a Frequency Setting Mode that allows digital
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KEMP, Texas (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) — Larson Electronics, a
Texas-based company with more than 40 years of experience
spearheading the industrial lighting and power equipment
sectors, announced the release of a 3-phase, 3-wire configuration variable frequency drive designed to improve AC
motor performance in industrial facilities. This unit is fan
cooled and features a 3-phase 400V AC input/output voltage
comparability (within the range of 360-440V).
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Larson Elecronics’ 3-phase, 3-wire configuration variable frequency drive
enhances AC motor function for industrial applications.

setting, analog setting, pulse frequency setting, serial communication setting, multi-step speed setting and simple PLC,
PID setting and more.
Larson Electronics’ variable frequency drive is made for
indoor or outdoor settings with an operating temperature
range of -10˚C to 40˚C. This device measures 56.69” x 23.6” x
15.7” and weighs roughly 397 lbs. Suitable applications for
this device include controlling the speed of AC motors, industrial machines and large compressors to name a few.
“This variable frequency device greatly enhances AC motor
function in industrial operations,” said Rob Bresnahan, CEO
of Larson Electronics LLC. “This unit is small, but it provides
ample voltage and includes automatic voltage regulation to
ensure it continues to function efficiently and safely.”

WWW.CHICAGOCORROSIONGROUP.COM
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New Products

Taco Offers PF Series Plate & Frame
Heat Exchangers
a wide range of commercial applications.
Models with operating pressures of both 150 and 300 psi are
available. With flow rates from 50 to 7,000 GPM, PF Series
heat exchangers are capable of handling a wide variety of
system requirements. Connection sizes from one- to 20-inches are available, with glue free, clip- and snap-on nitrile or
EPDM gaskets.
Aluminum or optional 304 stainless steel OSHA shrouds are
available. Many different applications are possible, including
economizer free cooling, ground source heat pumps and
freeze protection isolation, campus heating and cooling, and
pressure zone isolation.
For more information, visit www.TacoComfort.com.

Weil-McLain Offers Expanded Line of
High Efficiency Gas Boilers
Burr Ridge, Ill. — Weil-McLain® introduces its full line of
advanced, high efficiency gas boilers designed to meet the
unique heating demands of residential and commercial
applications. The industry-leading line now includes the Evergreen®, Ultra™ Series 4, GV90+® cast iron boiler and the
AquaBalance® Series 2 — all operating with natural or propane gas and featuring the latest hydronic heating technology for ideal heating comfort and energy-saving performance.
“Our high efficiency boiler line is ideal for all heating applications, including residential, commercial and institutional
spaces,” said Dave DeVries, director of product management
with Weil-McLain. “By partnering with Weil-McLain, building
owners and contractors can choose from a variety of energy-saving, cost-effective and user-friendly units that offer
easy maintenance, simple controls, optimal performance and
durability.”
Evergreen® – Premium Stainless Steel
For the homeowner who seeks heating comfort while main-

Taco’s PF Series plate & frame heat exchangers are a reliable choice for an
array of commercial applications.

Taco Comfort Solutions’ PF Series plate & frame heat exchangers are ASME designed and constructed. Computerized
product selection greatly simplifies the process of choosing
the correct heat exchanger for the required application. The
compact size of PF Series heat exchangers, along with ease of
servicing and Taco dependability, make it an ideal choice for
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taining low utility bills and a reduced carbon footprint, the
Evergreen stainless steel condensing boiler features an AFUE
rating of 95 percent and is designated as Most Efficient by
ENERGY STAR®, a distinction that recognizes highly efficient
products. The boiler’s straightforward and user-friendly design makes installation easy for contractors. The unit features
a guided setup wizard, an easy to understand graphical user
interface, simple controls and 10 heating system presets for
quick setup.
The recently expanded Evergreen line is now available in six
sizes, ranging from 70 to 399 MBH input, accommodating
both small and large residential projects, as well as light
commercial applications. The units are adaptable for most
heating demands, ensuring heating comfort through multiple zones. For the residential and light commercial customer
who requires a multiple boiler setup, the Evergreen line can
cascade two to eight boilers together, and ZoneStacking® up
to 24 programmable zones with no external panel required.
With this advanced control feature, the Evergreen boiler
maintains optimal efficiency through lead-lag rotation and
balanced heat loading.
Ultra™ Series 4 – Great value, corrosion-resistant
The new Ultra Series 4 boilers feature a state-of-the-art heat
exchanger with nanotechnology coating that works like
Ultra Armor, protecting the unit from buildup in the heat
exchanger while maintaining high efficiency. The nanotechnology coating repels exhaust residue formation on the heat
exchanger surface while preventing acidic condensation
penetration, ensuring the unit requires no cleaning for a full
five years after installation.
Available in six sizes, the Ultra Series 4 offers quiet operation,
ease of set up and control, and unmatched comfort with the
potential to provide immediate payback in energy savings —
making it an ideal choice for single-family residences.

• Programmable set point range 60°F to 180°F
• Control water temperature +/- 2F in accordance with ASSE 1017
• Mixed outlet temperature can be adjusted/monitored at the valve or remotely by
building sutomation system
• Prevents overnight temperature creep, and automatically balances hot water
distribution system during low to no demand period
• Wi-Fi enabled for software upgrade
• Listed /compliance to ASSE1017, cUPC, NSF, CSA 24/UL873,
Bacnet Testing Laboratories (BTL) and EC

2 Locations to Serve You Better—Chicago & Elmhurst

312-256-8500
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Contact Jason at (630) 973-0056 or jromano@mcmsl.com
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2019 ASHRAE Annual Conference
June 22-26, 2019
Kansas City Marriott & Kansas City Convention Center
Kansas City, MO
ATLANTA — ASHRAE is pleased to announce that registration
is open for the 2019 Annual Conference in Kansas City, Mo.,
June 22-26, at the Kansas City Marriott and Kansas City Convention Center. To register, visit ashrae.org/kansascity.
The five-day conference includes sessions addressing current
trends and technologies in the HVAC&R industry, as well
as tours, social events and a keynote message from Mike
Massimino, former NASA astronaut, advisor and author. Additionally, the incoming 2019-2020 ASHRAE President Darryl
K. Boyce, P.Eng., Fellow ASHRAE, Life Member, presents the
Society theme for the coming year during the President’s
Luncheon on Monday, June 24.
“With the global movement towards sustainable energy, the
HVAC&R industry is ever-changing,” said Carrie Anne Monplaisir, chair of the 2019 Annual Conference. “We continue
to face new challenges as we adapt our designs, codes, and
technology to fit this constantly changing criteria. The 2019
ASHRAE Annual Conference aims to address these challeng-

es, and offer best practices, lessons learned, and innovative
design strategies to be applied in a wide range of topics.”
This conference’s technical program will include sessions
addressing engineering practices, research and professional
development as follows:

•

•
•
•
•

Research Summit — nearly one-quarter of the technical
program is devoted to the presentation of current research
in the HVAC&R industry. Fifteen of the 23 scheduled sessions present peer-reviewed papers on ongoing research
with a total of 26 conference papers and 31 extended
abstracts accepted for presentation. The Research Summit
includes a partnership with ASHRAE’s archival journal,
Science and Technology for the Built Environment.
Another quarter of the technical program is comprised of
the Fundamentals and Applications track and the Systems
and Equipment in the Built Environment track.
Nearly a third of the program advances knowledge and
practices in three focused tracks: Optimization in HVAC&R,
Commissioning New and Existing Buildings and Modeling
Throughout the Building Life Cycle.
The Occupant Health and Safety track covers a range of
topics from ventilation to health.
The Professional Development tracks presents sessions to
sharpen individual, personal skills, including career growth,
ethics, business development and liability.

ASHRAE Learning Institute (ALI) will offer full-day seminars
and half-day courses and ASHRAE certification exams will be
administered during the week.
For complete information and registration for the 2019
ASHRAE Annual Conference, visit ashrae.org/kansascity.

Weil-McLain Offers Free Training,
Demonstrations at 2019 Eastern Energy
Expo
Burr Ridge, Ill. — Weil-McLain experts will offer complimentary training seminars and demonstrations on best practices for installing, servicing and operating high-efficiency
boilers for attendees of the 2019 Eastern Energy Expo, May
19-22 in Hershey, Penn. The free programs will cover a variety
of topics and include indoor and outdoor sessions throughout the expo.
The professional training seminars have been divided into
two modules: Foundations of Hydronics and High-Efficiency
Boilers-Operation and Service.
Foundations of Hydronics – 2:30pm-4:00pm, May 20, in room
Empire B
Tim Doran, territory sales manager for Weil-McLain, will instruct participants on successful boiler installation techniques
and how to avoid roadblocks to success. Topics include:

•
•
•
•
•

Pipe sizing and configuration
Circulator sizing
Air entrapment
Calculating heat load
Expansion tank sizing

High-Efficiency Boilers-Operation and Service – 10:30am12:00pm, May 21, in room Cocoa 5
Robert Melinis, training and technical manager for Weil-McLain, will take the mystery out of high-efficiency condensing
boilers and share the fundamentals for operating modern
units to optimal efficiency. Topics include:

•
•
•
•
•

Outdoor reset
Condensing heat exchangers
Modulation of the burner
How boiler components interact
Cleaning and servicing of three types of heat exchangers
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The outdoor demonstrations and seminars will be held at the
Weil-McLain outdoor tent O8 and include: Steam Boiler Live
Fire Demonstration and High-Efficiency Gas Boiler Operation
& Service.

“Our live demonstrations will offer attendees a front-row
seat to view our most innovative boilers in action,” said
Melinis. “Participants will learn how to set up and manage
top-of-the-line units, as well as take an in-depth tour of
the internal components that set our boilers apart from the
competition.”
For more information on Weil-McLain products and programs, stop by the Weil-McLain indoor booth 802 at the
Eastern Energy Expo or visit https://www.weil-mclain.com/.

Trust your Cooling Tower with
the Professionals...

We provide Engineered
Solutions to
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“The latest generation of our high-efficiency boilers offer
industry-leading features and functionality that can be both
exciting and intimidating to those unfamiliar with how to
operate them,” said Robert Melinis, training and technical
manager with Weil-McLain. “Our experts will simplify the different components and capabilities of our modern, condensing boilers, and provide insight on how to avoid or overcome
common roadblocks to realize the units’ full potential.”

Steam Boiler Live Fire Demonstration
May 21: 12:30pm-1:15pm; 3:00pm-3:45pm
May 22: 10:30am-11:15am; 1:00-1:45pm
High-Efficiency Gas Boiler Operation & Service
May 21: 1:30pm-2:15pm; 4:00pm-4:45pm
May 22: 11:30am-12:15pm

Bulloc
k,

Events

Celebrating

25 Years
In Industry Cooling &

Heat Transfer Excellence

cbullockjr@bullocklogan.com
bbullock@bullocklogan.com
www.bullocklogan.com | P: 847-434-1200
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Ashrae Update

Nortek Air Solutions’ HVAC/R Research
Donation Honored by ASHRAE
ST. LOUIS — Nortek Air Solutions (NAS), St. Louis, a leading
manufacturer of innovative custom commercial HVAC systems, was recently recognized for its contribution to HVAC/R
research by the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating
and Air-Conditioning Engineers’ (ASHRAE) Research Promotion (RP) Campaign.

FORMERLY P&M FILTERS

Air Filters
Water Filters
Hood Filters
Belts
and MORE!

The FOX VALLEY Filter Difference:
On site order delivery
Convenient office location
Dedicated account management
Extensive industry partnerships
Over 20 years Chicagoland experience

ASHRAE Seeks Presentations for
2020 Webcast

Golden Circle recipients also received the Crystal Coin, a
polyhedral cut crystal tabletop collectible commemorating
19th Century inventor John Gorrie, considered the “father of
air-conditioning and refrigeration.”

ATLANTA — ASHRAE has announced a call for three presenters to share knowledge about the effects of humidity to a
global audience in its 2020 ASHRAE Webcast, “Effects of Low
Humidity and High Humidity on People, Buildings and Energy
Performance.”

For more information about Nortek Air Solutions and its
product portfolio, visit www.nortekair.com.
T H E C H I E F E NG I N E E R S A S S O C I A T I O N H A R L E Y D AV I D S O N R A F F L E

The recognition was presented by RP Chair, John Rieke at
ASHRAE’s recent President’s Luncheon held in conjunction
with the International Air-Conditioning Heating & Refrigerating Exposition (AHR Expo-2019) in Atlanta. NAS’s Buddy
Doll, group president; and Joe Naccarello, P.Eng., group vice
president – sales and customer operations; accepted the honor on behalf of NAS for the firm’s 2018 Golden Circle level
donation of $10,000.
The presentation marks the 19th consecutive year of RP donations for NAS, putting it in the top 20 of 7,000 RP donors.
RP is a grassroots campaign that raised a program record of
$2.708 million in funds last year for research, scholarships,
comprehensive educational activities and young engineers in
ASHRAE.

CHICAGOLAND’S AIR FILTER COMPANY

“We are proud to have sponsored the RP Campaign for
19 years and to encourage research that will help develop
state-of-the-art, energy efficient HVAC/R equipment in the
future,” said Naccarello.

Ticket Price $100.00
Harley Davidson
XL 883L™ Sportster Super Low
or $10,000 cash
Donation receipts for the CEAC
Educational Scholarship Fund

Drawing will take place at the
May 15th 2019 Meeting. Winner need
not be present. Only a limited number
of tickets sold.

(L to R) Sheila J. Hayter, president of ASHRAE; Joe Naccarello, P.Eng., group
vice president–sales and customer operations, Nortek Air Solutions (NAS),
St. Louis; Buddy Doll, group president, (NAS). ASHRAE honored NAS for
its Golden Circle level donation to the Research Promotion campaign that
funds research, scholarships and other philanthropy aimed at advancing
HVAC/R engineering. (Credit: Nortek Air Solutions, St. Louis). Nortek Air
Solutions’ Golden Circle level donation supports industry research that
helps develop future state-of-the-art and energy-efficient HVAC/R equipment.

NAS divided its contribution among three U.S. and two
Canadian ASHRAE chapters where it operates manufacturing
facilities: Central Oklahoma Chapter–Region VIII; Minnesota Chapter–Region VI; Oregon Chapter–Region XI; Quebec
Chapter–Region II; and Saskatoon (Saskatchewan) Chapter–
Region XI.

“Humidity has a substantial impact on the comfort and
health of building occupants,” said Steve Piccolo, chair of
Webcast Ad Hoc committee. “Preserving the structural integrity of buildings and protecting the contents also requires
proper humidity control. This Webcast will explore the effects
of humidity on buildings, occupants, and contents in a variety
of uses. The program will also discuss the impact humidity
has on energy consumption of the HVAC system and effective
ways to control humidity.
The CTTC seeks three qualified presenters. Participation in
the webcast requires a substantial time commitment. Presenters must be able to commit to the following schedule:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

August 2019 - CTTC Webcast Ad Hoc Committee 1-Day
Planning Meeting at ASHRAE Headquarters to determine
the Webcast program and production schedule
September 2019 - Presenters prepare Presentation Outlines
October 2019 - Presenters prepare Draft Scripts & Graphics
November through December 2019 - Peer Review of Draft
Scripts by Volunteer Panel and Ad Hoc Committee
December 2019 through February 2020 - Presenters prepare
and coordinate Final Drafts (Scripts and Graphics)
February 2020 - Final Graphics & Scripts prepared by Presenters & Graphics Editor
April 2020 - Rehearsal & Live Webcast – Multi-day meeting
in Atlanta

The deadline to submit webcast presentation materials for
consideration is April 5. For questions and to submit presentation materials for consideration, email cdevaughn@ashrae.
org.

WE CARE ABOUT THE AIR YOU BREATHE!

1-630-238-0011
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American Street Guide

Man Aims to Save Historic But
Neglected Gary Ball Field

By Jerry Davich | Post Tribune

GARY, Ind. (AP) — Bentley Ellis has never hit a home run at
the historic Junedale Little League baseball field in Gary, but
he’s standing in the batter’s box these days, pointing into the
upper deck bleachers.
The 45-year-old father of 11 from Merrillville is digging in
his cleats at the long-neglected baseball diamond at 50th
Avenue and Madison Street in the city’s Glen Park section.
He is determined to renovate the ball field and return it to a
functional baseball field for youngsters, just as his own boys
once played organized ball there.
“When I was growing up in Chicago, all I had were my baseball cleats and glove,” Ellis recalled. “Playing baseball helped
me as a child, and I want to help other children here.”
In the early 2000s, he lived in the Delaney Projects neighborhood, as a father looking for a baseball field for his kids and
their friends. They found Junedale, the two-field complex

built in 1953, the longtime site of the Senior League World
Series, which attracted teams from around the world.
Generations of kids played at those fields. I remember watching them as a kid growing up in Gary. It had been 40 years
since I was at Junedale, where I used to play sandlot ball with
neighborhood kids. My grandmother lived just a block away,
and I’d often gravitate to that field while visiting her.
When I returned there last week to meet Ellis, I was stunned
how dilapidated it has become. The fields are overgrown.
The fencing is twisted or missing. Graffiti litters the building.
The concession stand is a rumor. The site is simply a sad mess.
I stood in what was left of the batter’s box and took photos
of the long-neglected property. I couldn’t believe that Ellis
was trying to renovate it.
“I’m not doing anything special here. I just don’t want to talk

about doing something, like I hear from other people. I want
to actually do something,” said Ellis, who moved to Gary
in 1988. “So I’ve been coming here every chance I get since
February.”
I nodded my head when he told me this. I’ve heard so many
people from Gary, and surrounding communities, promise to
do similar renovation projects in the city, only to conveniently forget about it later or move away and never look back.
“People have other things on their mind in the city than a
baseball field for children,” Ellis said. “A lot of people don’t
see youth recreation as something valuable for kids.”
Youth recreation is crucial for kids in any community, but
especially in Gary.
“Yes, ma’am, I’m working on it,” Ellis told an older woman
who strolled by the field one Saturday in April.
That woman was Connie Blair, who’s lived near the park for
many years.
In a Post-Tribune story from 1996, Blair told a reporter, “It
was a lot of fun to hear the kids playing here. It was very
exciting. It was international play and it was right here in our
own little community.”

Junedale has been renovated more than once through the
decades. Similar resurrection projects have been conducted
here by good-hearted baseball fans such as Ellis.
After the Senior League World Series left town in the mid1980s, the fields again were forgotten for a while. And then
another generation of baseball-lovin’ kids prompted adults
to again turn Junedale into a field of dreams.
In 2003, a group of city residents enlisted the support of
sponsors who donated money and materials, obtained Cal
Ripken and Babe Ruth league charters, and an army of volunteers to renovate the long-dormant property, according to
Post-Tribune stories.
April 26, 2003, was proclaimed “LaTroy Hawkins Day,” in
honor of the former Major League Baseball player and 1991
West Side grad. Hawkins was even on hand the week before
opening day at Junedale to sign autographs for excited kids
in his former situation.
I didn’t see any former MLB players or neighborhood kids at
the fields when I visited. Just Ellis, who has eight boys and
three daughters; the oldest is 27, the youngest is 6.
“I’m just a father doing what I can here,” said Ellis, the
former president of the Junedale Little League more than a
decade ago.
He needs help. He needs your help.
“I just happened to see that Bentley was looking for help on
the Junedale Facebook page, so I stopped there one day to
talk with him,” said Charlie Burgess, of St. John, who offered
unskilled labor at the site.
Burgess took photos of Ellis in action there and sent them to
me. I promised I would help him, too.
Before Ellis began working on the ball field, the only activity
at the site was urban explorers taking photos and videos. It
had no other purpose than to serve as just another neglected, abandoned structure in Gary, haunted by generations of
memories.

INSULATION CONTRACTOR

FALLS MECHANICAL
INSULATION, INC.
SPECIALIZING IN INSULATION OF PLUMBING,
HEATING, AND COOLING SYSTEMS
50 YEARS OF QUALITY SERVICE
WITH LOCAL 17 HEAT & FROST INSULATORS
7703 W. 99th Street • Hickory Hills, IL 60457
708.599.4700 • Fax 708.599.4769
Email: fallinsulation@sbcglobal.net
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Boiler Room Annex
Brains Over Brawn
Source: www.grahamnasby.com
A big buffoon, sick of working at McDonald’s for what had
seemed an eternity, decided to get a job working as a laborer
at a construction site. Being overconfident, he soon began to
brag to the other workers about all sorts of things. One day
he bragged that he could outdo anyone in a feat of strength.
He made a special case of making fun of the wiry engineer on
the site. After several minutes, the engineer had had enough.
“Why don’t you put your money where your mouth is?” said
the engineer. “I will bet a week’s wages that I can haul something in a wheelbarrow over to that outbuilding that you
won’t be able to wheel back.”
“You’re on, little guy!” the braggart replied. “Let’s see what
you got.”
The engineer reached out and grabbed the wheelbarrow by
the handles. Then, nodding to the young man, he said, “All
right: Get in.”
Engineering Rocket Science
Source: www.workjoke.com
The great mathematician John Von Neumann was consulted
by a group who was building a rocket ship to send into outer
space. When he saw the incomplete structure, he asked,
“Where did you get the plans for this ship?”
He was told, “We have our own staff of engineers.”
He disdainfully replied: “Engineers! Why, I have completely
sewn up the whole mathematical theory of rocketry. See my
paper of 1952.”
Well, the group consulted the 1952 paper, completely
scrapped their $10 million structure, and rebuilt the rocket
exactly according to Von Neumann’s plans. The minute they
launched it, the entire structure blew up. They angrily called
Von Neumann back and said: “We followed your instructions
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A P RIL S OLUT ION
to the letter. Yet when we started it, it blew up! Why?”
Von Neumann replied, “Ah, yes; that is technically known as
the blow-up problem — I treated that in my paper of 1954.”
Engineer Q&A
Source: http://hutnyak.com/Jokes.htm
Q: What is the definition of an engineer?
A: Someone who solves a problem you didn’t know you had
in a way you don’t understand.
Q: When does a person decide to become an engineer?
A: When he realizes he doesn’t have the charisma to be an
undertaker.
Q: How can you tell an extroverted engineer?
A: When he talks to you, he looks at your shoes instead of his
own.
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Chicago’s Premier Fueling Solution
FOR STAND BY GENERATORS

When your building loses power, don’t rely on the mythical luck of crossed fingers and hope that the
lights turn back on… Bell Fuel’s “Fuel Assurance Program” gives operators of emergency generators
the benefit of guaranteed timely deliveries. If your facility were to lose power, you have certainty of
supply throughout the outage.
Our Fuel Assurance Program sets us apart as the industry leader in this time-sensitive business.
A 6 hour guaranteed delivery in an emergency and the additional benefit of Bell’s Premium D-2®
generator diesel fuel. As a proven and documented “Premium” fuel, Bell’s Premium D-2 ® is the most
qualified fuel to use in occasional use engines such as those powering stand-by generators.

We’ve put a century into our experience to help solve your fueling needs.
Call 800.244.0148 to schedule
a no cost fuel analysis!
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4701 Midlothian Turnpike, Suite 4 • Crestwood, IL 60418
708-293-1720
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